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FOREWORD BY THE COMMITTEE
This appendix was written by Baruch Fischhoff to assist in the
deliberations of the National Research Council's Committee on Risk
Perception and Communication. It describes in some detail the
complications involved in controversies over managing risks in which
risk perception and risk communication play significant roles. It
addresses these issues from the perspective of many years of research
in psychology and other disciplines. The text of the committee's
report addresses many of the same issues, and, not surprisingly,
many of the same themes, although the focus of the report is more
generaL The committee did not debate all points made in the guide.
Even though this appendix represents the views of only one member,
the committee decided to include it because we believe the guide to
be a valuable introduction to an extremely complicated literature.

PREFACE

NATIONAL ACADEMY PRESS
Washington, D.C. 1989

This guide is intended to be used as a practical aid in applying
general principles to understanding specific risk management controversies and their associated communications. It might be thought of
as a user's guide to risk. Its form is that of a "diagnostic guide," showing participants and observers how to characterize risk controversies
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along five essential dimensions, such as "What are the (psychological) obstacles to laypeople's understanding of risks?" and "What are
the limits to scientific estimates of riskiness?" Its style is intended
to be nontechnical, thereby making the scientific literature on risk
accessible to a general audience. It is hoped that the guide will help
mal(e risk controversies more comprehensible and help citizens and
professional risk managers play more effective roles in them,
The guide was written for the committee by one of its members,
Its substantive contents were considered by the committee in the
course of its work, either in the form of published articles and books
circulated to other committee members or in the form of issues
deliberated at its meetings. As a document, the guide complements
the conclusions of the committee's report.
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USAGE

I

INTRODUCTION
Risk management is a complex business. So are the controversies
that it spawns . And so are the roles that risk communication must
perform. In the face of such complexity, it is tempting to look for
simplifying assumptions. Made explicit, these assumptions might be
~xpressed as broad statements of the form, "what people really want
IS •• !'; ."all that .laypeople can understand is ... "; or "industry's
commumcators fail whenever they .... " Like other simplifications in
life, s.uch assumptions provide some short-term relief at the price of
creatmg long-term complications. Overlooking complexities eventually leads to inexplicable events and ineffective actions.
On one level this guide might be used like a baseball scorecard
detailin? the play~rs' identities and performance statistics {perhaps
al_ong With any um~ue features of the stadium, season, and rivalry).
Like a ballgame, a nsk controversy should be less confusing to spectators who know something about the players and their likely behavior
~nder var!ous circumstances. Thus, experts might respect the pubhe more 1f they were better able to predict its behavior, even if
they would prefer that the public behave otherwise. Similarly underst~nding the basics of risk analysis might make disputes ar:,ong
techmcal experts seem less capricious to the lay public.
More ambitiously, such a guide might be used to facilitate effective action by the parties in risk controversies, like the Baseball
Abstract {James, 1988) in the hands of a skilled manager. For example, the guide discusses how to determine what the public needs
to know in particular risky situations. Being able to identify those
needs m~y, al~o":' bett~lr foc~sed risk communication, thereby using
the pubhc s hm1ted t1me w1sely and letting it know that the comn:u~icators really car~ about the problems that the public faces.
S!mllarly, understandmg the ethical values embedded in the definitions of ostensibly technical ~erms (e.g., risk, benefit, voluntary)
can allow members of the pubhc to ask more penetrating questions
about whose interests a risk analysis serves. Realizing that different
actors use a term like "risk" differently should allow communicators
to remove that barrier to mutua] understanding.
214

The guide's audience includes all participants and observers of
risk management episodes involving communications. Its intent is
to help government officials preparing to address citizens' groups,
industry representatives hoping to site a hazardous facility without
undue controversy, local activists trying to decide what information
they need and whether existing communications meet those needs,
and academics wondering how central their expertise is to a particular
episode.
The premise of the guide is that risk communication cannot be
understood in isolation. Rather, it is one component of complex
social processes involving complex individuals. As a result, this
fuller context needs to be understood before risk communication can
be effectively transmitted or received. That context includes the
following elements and questions:
• The Science. What is the scientific basis of the controversy?
What kinds of risks and benefits are at stake? How well are they
understood? How controversial is the underlying science? Where
does judgment enter the risk estimation process? How well is it to
be trusted?
• Science and Policy. In what ways does the nature of the
science preempt the policymaking process (e.g., in the definition of
key terms, like "risk" and "benefit"; in the norms of designing and
reporting studies)? To what extent can issues of fact and of value be
separated?
• The Nature of the Controversy. Why is there a perceived
need for risk communication? Does the controversy reflect just a
disagreement about the magnitude of risks? Is controversy over risk
a surrogate for controversy over other issues?

• Strategies for Risk Communication. What are the goals of
risk communication? How can communications be evaluated? What
burden of responsibility do communicators bear for evaluating their
communications, both before and after dissemination? What are
the alternatives for designing risk communication programs? What
are the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches? How can
complementary approaches be combined? What nonscientific information is essential (e.g., the mandates of regulatory agencies, the
reward schemes of scientists)?
• Psychological Principles in Communication Design. What are
the behavioral obstacles to effective risk communication? What kinds
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of scientific results do laypeople have difficulty understanding? How
does emotion affect their interpretation of reported results? What
presentations exacerbate (and ameliorate) these problems? How does
personal experience with risks affect people's understanding?
SOME CAUTIONS
A diagnostic guide attempts to help users characterize a situation. ;ro do so, it must define a range of possible situations, only one
of which can be experienced at a particular time. As a result, the
attempt to make one guide fit a large universe of risk management
situations means that readers will initially have to read about many
potential situations in order to locate the real situation that interests
them. With practice, users should gain fluency with a diagnostic
approach, making it easier to characterize specific situations. It is
hoped that the full guide will be interesting enough to make the full
picture seem worth knowing.
At no time, however, will diagnosis be simple or human behavior
b_e c01;npletely predictable. All that this, or any other, diagnostic gmde can hope to do is ensure that significant elements of a
social-political-psychological process are not overlooked. For a more
detailed treatment, one must look to the underlying research literature for methods and results. To that end, the guide provides
numerous references to that literature, as well as some discussion of
its strengths and limitations.
To the extent that a guide is useful for designing and interpreting
a communication process, it may also be useful for manipulating that
process. In this regard, the material it presents is no different than
a?~ other scientific knowledge. This possibility imposes a responsibility to make research equally available to all parties. Therefore,
even though this guide may suggest ways to bias the process, it
should also make it easier to detect and defuse such attempts.

II

THE SCIENCE
By definition, all risk controversies concern the risks associated
with some hazard. However, as argued in the text of the report and
in this diagnostic guide, few controversies are only about the size of
those risks. Indeed, in many cases, the risks prove to be a side issue,
upon which are hung disagreements about the size and distribution
of benefits or about the allocation of political power in a society. In
all cases, though, some understanding of the science of risk is needed,
if only to establish that a rough understanding of the magnitude of
the risk is all that one needs for effective participation in the risk
debate. Following the text, the term "hazard" is used to describe
any activity or technology that produces a risk. This usage should
not obscure the fact that hazards often produce benefits as well as
risks.
Understanding the science associated with a hazard requires a
series of essential steps. The first is identifying the scope of the problem under consideration, in the sense of identifying the set of factors
that determine the magnitude of the risks and benefits produced by
an activity or technology. The second step is identifying the set of
widely accepted scientific "facts" that can be applied to the problem;
even when laypeople cannot understand the science underlying these
facts, they may at least be able to ensure that such accepted wisdom
is not contradicted or ignored in the debate over a risk. The third
step in understanding the science of risk is knowing how it depends
on the educated intuitions of scientists, rather than on accepted hard
facts; although these may be the judgments of trained experts they
still need to be recognized as matters of conjecture that are' both
more likely to be overturned than published (and replicated) results
and more vulnerable to the vagaries of psychological process~s.
WHAT ARE THE BOUNDS OF THE PROBLEM?
The science learned in school offers relatively tidy problems .
The typical exercise in, say, physics gives all the facts needed for its
solution and nothing but those facts. The difficulty of such problems
for students comes in assembling those facts in a way that provides
the right answer. (In more advanced classes, one may have to bring
some general facts to bear as well.)
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The same assembly problem arises when analyzing the risks
and benefits of a hazard. Scientists must discover how its pieces
fit together. They must also figure out what the pieces are. For
example, what factors can influence the reliability of a nuclear power
plant? Or, whose interests must be considered when assessing the
benefits of its operation? Or, which alternative ways of generating
electricity are realistic possibilities?
The scientisps responsible for any piece of a risk problem must
face a set of such issues before beginning their work. Laypeople
trying to follow a risk debate must understand how various groups of
scientists have defined their pieces of the problem. And, as mentioned
in the report, even the most accomplished of scientists are laypeople
when it comes to any aspects of a risk debate outside the range of
their trained expertise.
The difficulties of determining the scope of a risk debate emerge
quite clearly when one considers the situation of a reporter assigned
to cover a risk story. The difficult part of getting most environmental stories is that no one person has the entire story to give.
Such stories typically involve diverse kinds of expertise so that a
thorough journalist might have to interview specialists in toxicology,
epidemiology, economics, groundwater movement, meteorology, and
emergency evacuation, not to mention a variety of local, state, and
federal officials concerned with public health, civil defense, education,
and transportation.,
Even if a reporter consults with all the relevant experts, there
is no assurance of complete coverage. For some aspects of some
hazards, no one may be responsible.
For example, no evacuation plans may exist for residential areas
that are packed "hopelessly" close to an industrial facility. No one
may be capable of resolving the jurisdictional conflicts when a train
with military cargo derails near a reservoir just outside a major
population center. There may be no scientific expertise anywhere for
measuring the long-term neurological risks of a new chemical.
Even when there is a central address for questions, those occupying it may not be empowered to take firm action (e.g., banning or
exonerating a chemical) or to provide clear-cut answers to personal
questions (e.g., "What should I do?" or "What should I tell my
children?"). Often those who have the relevant information refuse to
divulge it because it might reveal proprietary secrets or turn public
opinion against their cause.
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Having to piece together a story from multiple sources, even
recalcitrant ones, is hardly new to journalists. What is new about
many environmental stories is that no one knows what all of the
pieces are or realizes the limits of their own understanding.
Experts tend to exaggerate the centrality of their roles. Toxicologists may assume that everyone needs to know what they found
when feeding rats a potential carcinogen or when testing groundwater near a landfill, even though additional information is always
needed to make use of those results (e.g., physiological differences
among species, routes of human exposure, compensating benefits of
the exposure).
Another source of confusion is the failure of experts to remind
laypeople of the acknowledged limits of the experts' craft. For example, cost-benefit analysts seldom remind readers that the calculations
consider only total costs and benefits and, hence, ignore questions
of who pays the costs and who pays the benefits (Bentkover et aL,
1985; Smith and Desvousges, 1986).
Finally, environmental management is an evolving field that is
only beginning to establish comprehensive training programs and
methods, making it hard for anyone to know what the full picture is
and how their work fits into it.
An enterprising journalist with a modicum of technical knowledge should be able to get specialists to tell their stories in fairly
plain English and to cope with moderate evasiveness or manipulation. However, what is the journalist to do when the experts do
not know what they do not know? One obvious solution is to talk to
several experts with maximally diverse backgrounds. Yet, sometimes
such a perfect mix is hard to find . Available experts can all have
common limitations of perspective.
Another solution is to use a checklist of issues that need to
be covered in any comprehensive environmen,tal story.. Scientists
themselves use such lists to ensure that their own work is properly
performed, documented, and reported. Such a protocol does not
create knowledge for the expert any more than it would provide an
education to the journalist. It does, however, help users exploit all
they know-and acknowledge what they leave out.
Some protocols that can be used in looking at risk analyses are
the causal model, the fault tree, a materials and energy flow diagram,
and a risk analysis checklist.
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affected plant or the need to burn more fossil fuels if the plant is taken
off line {without compensating reductions in energy consumption).
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FIGURE Itl The causal chain of hazard evolution, The top line indicates
seven stages of hazard development, from the earliest (left) to the final stage
(right), These stages are expressed generically in the top of each box and in
terms of a sample motor vehicle . accident in the bottom, The stages are linked by
causal pathways denoted by triangles. Six control stages are linked to pathways
between hazard states by vertical arrows. Each is described generically as well
as by specific control actions, Thus contr.ol stage 2 would read: "You can
modify technology choice by substituting public transit for automobile use and
thus block the further evolution of the motor vehicle accident sequence arising
out of automobile use." The time dimension refers to the ordering of a specific
hazard sequence; it does not necessarily indicate the time scale of managerial
action. Thus, from a managerial point of view, the occurrence of certain
hazard consequences may trigger control actions that affect events earlier in
the hazard sequence. SOURCE: Figure-Sick et aL, 1979j caption-Fischhoff,
Lichtenstein, et aL, 198L

The Causal Model
The causal model of hazard creation is a way to organize the
full set of factors leading to and from an environmental mishap, both
when getting the story and when telling it. The example in Figure ILl
is an automobile accident, traced from the need for transportation
to the secondary consequence of the collision. Between each stage,
there is some opportunity for an intervention to reduce the risk
of an accident, By organizing information about the hazard in a
chronological sequence, this scheme helps ensure that nothing is left
out, such as the deep-seated causes of the mishap (to the left} and
its long-range consequences (to the right).
Applied to an "irregular event" at a nuclear power station, for
example, this protocol would work to remind a reporter of such {lefthanded) causes as the need for energy and the need to protect the
large capital investment in that industry and such {right-handed)
consequences as the costs of retooling other plants designed like the

A variant on this procedure is the fault tree {Figure IL2}, which
lays out the sequence of events that must occur for a particular
accident to happen {Green and Bourne, 1972; lLS. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1983}. Actual fault trees, which can be vastly
more involved than this example, are commonly used to organize
the thinking and to coordinate the work of those designing complex
technologies such' as nuclear power facilities and chemical plants. At
times, they are also used to estimate the overall riskiness of such facilities. However, the numbers produced are typically quite imprecise
(U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1978).
In effect, fault trees break open the right-handed parts of a
causal model for detailed treatment. They can help a reporter to
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FIGURE IL2 Fault tree indicating the possible ways that radioactivity could
be released from deposited wastes after the closure of a repository. SOURCE:
Slavic and Fischhoff, 1983.
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order the pieces of an accident story collected from different sources,
see where an evolving incident (e.g., Three Mile Island or a leaking
waste dump) is heading, and find out what safety measures were or
were not taken.

Materials and Energy Flow Diagrams
The next model (Figure II.3) is adapted from the engineering
notion of a materials or energy flow diagram. If something is neither
created nor destroyed in a process, then one should be able to account
schematically for every bit of it. In environmental affairs, one wants
to account for all toxic materials. It is important to know where each
toxic agent comes from and where each goes.
Keeping track of a substance can help anticipate where problems
will appear, recur, and disappear. It can reveal when a problem
has actually been treated and when it has merely been shifted to
another time, place, or jurisdiction. With a story like EDB (ethylene
dibromide, a fungicide used on grain) (Sharlin, 1987), such a chart
would have encouraged questions such as, does it decay with storage
or does it become something even worse when cooked and digested?
Applying this approach led Harriss and Hohenemser (1978) to conclude that pollution controls had not reduced the total amount of
mercury released into the environment, but only the distribution of
releases (replacing a few big polluters with many smaller ones). In
creating such figures, it is important to distinguish between where a
substance is supposed to go and where it actually goes.
A comparable figure might be drawn to keep track of where
the money goes, identifying the beneficiaries and losers resulting
from different regulatory actions. With the EDB story, such a chart
would have encouraged questions about who would eventually pay
for the grain lost to pests if that chemical were not used. That is,
would reducing the risk of EDB reduce producers' profits or increase
consumers' prices? In the former case, failure to ban EDB looks
much more callous than in the latter.

A Risk Analysis Checklist
The fourth aid (Figure IL4) is a list of questions that can be
asked in a risk analysis (or of a risk analyst) in order to clarify what
problem has been addressed and how well it has been solved.
This list was compiled for a citizens' group concerned with pesticides. Its members had mastered many substantive details of the
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discipline, such as toxicology and biochemistry, involved in pesticide management, when suddenly they were confronted with a new
procedure-risk analysis. In principle, risk analysis does no more
than organize information from substantive disciplines in a way that
allows overall estimates of risk to be computed. It can facilitate
citizen access by forcing all the facts out on the table.
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1, Does the risk analysis first state the health damage that may occur and then
present the odds (te , the risk analysis)?
,
2, Is there enough information available on the factors that are most cruc1al
to risk calculations?
h 1k
3. If some of the data are missing, but there are enough to approac a r s
assessment are the missing data labeled as such?
4. o~es the risk analysis disclose forthrightly the points at which It Is based
on guesswork?

b
d
dl
n
5 Are various risk factors allowed to assume a variety of num ers epen ng o
uncertainties in the data and/or various lnterpretati~~s of the data?
s. Does the risk analysis multiply Its probabilitieS by the number of people
exposed to produce the number of people predl~ted to ~uf.fer da1_11age~ ,
7. Does the risk analysis disclose the confidence hmtts for 1ts proJections
and the method of arriving at those conftdenc~ .li~its?
.
a Are considerations of individual sensttiVII!es, exposure to multiple
pes!icides, cumulative effe?ts, and e!fects other than cancer, birth defects, and
mutations included in the nsk anatys1s?
,
9. Are all data and processes of the risk analysis open to public scrutiny?
10. Has an Independent pEter review of the risk analysis been funded and made

public?

Ik
d h
11 Are questions of (a) Involuntary expo.s~re, (b) who bears the r s san ~ o
reaps the benefits, and (c) alternatives to pesllctde use being considered alongstde
the risk analysis?
.
12. Are alternatives to pesticide use also being extensively analyzed for risk
or lack of risk?

13 Are the processes of risk analysis and risk policy separate?

FIGURE IIA Risk analysis checklist. SOURCE: Northwest Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides, 1985.

However, unless one can penetrate all its formalisms, risk analysis can mystify and obscure the facts rather than reveal them. Such
a checklist can clarify what an analysis has done in terms approximating plain English.
WHAT IS THE HARD SCIENCE RELATED
TO THE PROBLEM?
With most "interesting" hazards, the data run out long before
enough is known to estimate their risks and benefits as precisely as
one would want. Much of risk management involves going beyond the
available data either to guess at what the facts might be or to figure
out how to live with uncertainty. Obviously, one wants to reduce this
uncertainty by making the best of the hard data available.
Unfortunately, there is no short-cut to providing observ~rs with
ways to read critically all of the kinds of science that could be m~oked
in the course of characterizing a risk. There are too many sciences
to consider and too many nuances in each type of science to know
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about in assessing the validity of studies conducted in any one field.
Even the social sciences, which seem relatively accessible (compared
with the physical sciences) and the results of which can be rendered
into common English, routinely foil the efforts of amateur scientists.
These failures can be seen most clearly in the attempts by nonsocial scientists to make factual statements about the behavior of
laypeople, solely on the basis of their untrained anecdotal observations. Such speculations can mislead more than inform if they are
made without realizing that they lack the discipline of science.
The complexities of science arise in the details of creating, analyzing, and interpreting specific sets of data. To give a feeling for
these strengths and limits of scientific research, several examples
drawn from social science research into risk perception and communication are presented here. Each science has its own nuances.,
Featuring this science also provides background for interpreting the
social science results described below.
Like speculations about chemical reactions, speculations about
human behavior must be disciplined by fact. Such speculations make
important statements about people and their capabilities, and failure
to validate them may mean arrogating to oneself considerable political power. Such happens, for example, when one says that people
are so poorly informed (and ineducable) they require paternalistic
institutions to defend them, and, furthermore, they might be better
off surrendering some political rights to technical experts. It also
happens, at the other extreme, when one claims that people are so
well informed (and offered such freedom of choice) one need not ask
them anything at all about their desires; to know what they want, one
need only observe their behavior in the marketplace. It also happens
when we assume that people are consummate hedonists, rational to
the extreme in their consumer behavior but totally uncomprehending
of broader economic issues, so we can impose effective fiscal policies
on them without being second-guessed.
One reason for the survival of such simplistic and contradictory
positions is political convenience. Some people want the lay public to
participate actively in hazard management decisions, and need to be
able to describe the public as competent; others need an incompetent
public to legitimate an expert elite. A second reason is theoretical
convenience. It is hard to build models of people who are sometimes
wise and sometimes foolish, sometimes risk seeking and sometimes
risk averse. A third reason is that one can effortlessly speculate
about human nature and even produce a bit of supporting anecdotal
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information. Indeed, good social theory may be so rare because poor
social theory is so easy.

TABLE II.l Lethality Judgments with Fom· Different Response Modes
(geometric mean)
Death Rate Per 100,000 Afflicted

Judgments of Risk
At first sight, assessing the public's risk perceptions would seem
to be very straightforward. Just ask questions like, "What is the
probability of a nuclear core meltdown?" or "How many people die
annually from asbestos-related diseases?" or "How does wearing a
seat belt affect your probability of living through the year?" Once the
results are in, they can be compared with the best available technical
estimates, with deviations interpreted as evidence of respondents'
ignorance.

.

Unfortunately, how one asks the question may in large part determine the content (and apparent wisdom) of the response. Lichtenstein and her colleagues (Lichtenstein et aL, 1978) asked two groups of
educated laypeople to estimate the frequency of death in the United
States from each of 40 different causes. The groups differed only in
the information that was given to them about one cause of death
in order to help scale their responses. One group was told about
50,000 people die annually in motor vehicle accidents, and .the other
was told about 1,000 annual deaths result from electrocutiOn Both
reports were accurate, but receiving a larger number increased the
estimates of most frequencies for respondents in the motor vehicle
accident group. This is a special case of a general psychological phenomenon called "anchoring," whereby people's responses are pulled
toward readily available numbers in cases in which they do not know
exactly what to say (Poulton, 1968, 1977; Tversky and Kahneman,
1974). Such anchoring on the original number changed the smallest
estimates by roughly a factor of 5.
Fischhoff and MacGregor (1983) asked people to judge the lethality of various potential causes of death using one of four formally
equivalent formats (e.g., "For each affiicted person who dies, how
many survive?" or "For each 100,000 people affiicted, how many
will die?"). Table ILl expresses their judgments in a common format and reveals even more dramatic effects of question phrasing
on expressed risk perceptions. For example, when people estimated
the lethality rate for influenza directly (column 1), their mean response was 393 deaths per 100,000 cases . When told that 80 million
people catch influenza in a normal year and asked to estimate the
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Condition
Influenza
Mumps

Asthma
Venereal disease
High blood pressure
Bronchitis
Pregnancy
Diabetes
Tuberculosis
Automobile accidents
Strokes
Heart attacks
Cancer

Estimated
Lethality
Rate

Eatimated

393
44
!55
91
535
162
67
487
852
6195
1!,011

6
114
12
63
89
19
24
101
1783
3272
464S
3666
10,475

13,011
10,889

Number
Who Die

Estimated
Estimated Number
Survival
Who Survive
Rate

26
19
14

s

17
43
13
52
188
31
181
131
160

511
4
599
111
53S
2111
787
5666
8520
6813
24,758
27,477
21,749

Actual

LethaiHy
Rate
I

12
33
50
76
85
250
800
1535
2500
11,765
16,250
37,500

NOTE: The four experimental gr·oups were given the foliowing instructions:
(a) Estimate lethality rate: For each 100,000 people afflicted, how many die?
(b) Estimate number who die: X people were afflicted, how many died?
(c) Estimate survival rate: For· each person who died, how many were afflicted
but survived?
(d) Estimate number· who survive: Y people died, how many wer·e afflicted but
did not die?
Responses to (b), (c), and (d) were converted to deaths per 100,000 to facilitate
comparisonsSOURCE: Fischhoff and MacGregor, 1983

number who die (column 2), their mean response was 4800, representing a death rate of only 6 per 100,000 cases, This slight change
in the question changed the estimated rate by a factor of more than
60. Similar discrepancies occurred with other questions and other
hazards. One consequence for risk communicators is that whether
laypeople intuitively overestimate or underestimate risks (or perceive
them accurately) depends on what question they are asked.
In a recent study at an Ivy League college (Linville et aL, 1988),
students were asked to give estimates of the probability that the
AIDS virus could be transmitted from a man to a woman in a
single case of unprotected sex. The median estimate was about 10
percent, considerably above current scientific estimates (Fineberg,
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1988). However, when asked to give estimates for the probability of
transmission in 100 cases of unprotected sex, the median answer was
about 25 percent. This risk estimate is considerably more in line with
scientific thinking-so that an investigator asking this question would
have a considerably more optimistic assessment of the state of public
understanding. Unfortunately, it is also completely inconsistent with
the single-case estimates produced by the same individuals. If one
believes in a single-case probability of 10 percent, then transmission
should be a virtual certainty with 100 exposures. Such failure to
see how small risks mount up over repeated exposures has been
observed in such diverse settings as the risks from playing simple
gambles (Bar-Hillel, 1973), driving (Slavic et aL, 1978), and relying
on various contraceptive devices (Shaklee et aL, 1988).
Such effects are hardly new; indeed, some have been recognized
for close to 100 years. Early psychologists discovered that different
numerical judgments may he attached to the same physical stimulus
(e.g., the loudness of a tone) as a function of whether the set of
alternatives is homogeneous or diverse, and whether the respondent
makes one or many judgments. Even when the same presentation
is used, different judgments might he obtained with a numerical or
a comparative (ordinal) response mode, with instructions stressing
speed or accuracy, with a bounded or an unbounded response set,
and with verbal or numerical response labels.
The range of these effects may suggest that the study of judgment
is not just difficult, but actually impossible. Closer inspection, however, reveals considerable orderliness underlying this apparent chaos
(Atkinson eta!., 1988; Carterette and Friedman, 1974; Woodworth
and Schlosberg, 1954).

Judgments of Values
Once the facts of an issue have been estimated and communicated, it is usually held that laypeople should (in a democracy) be
asked about their values. What do they want-after the experts
have told them what they can (conceivably) have? Here, too, the
straightforward strategy of "just ask them" runs into trouble.
The problem of poorly (or even misleadingly) worded questions
in attitude surveys is well known, although not necessarily well resolved (Bradburn and Sudman, 1979; National Research Council,
1982; Payne, 1952; Zeisel, 1980). For example, a major trade pub-
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lication (Ventner, 1979) presented the results of a survey of public attitudes toward the chemical industry containing the following
question:
Some people say that the prime responsibility for reducing exposure
of worker·s to dangerous substances rests with the worker·s· themselves,
and that all substances in the workplace should be clearly labeled as
to their levels of danger and worker·s then encouraged or· forced to be
careful with these ~ubstances. Do you agi'ee or disagree?

It is hard to know what one is endorsing when one says "Yes," "No,"
or "I don't know" to such a complex and unclear question.
Although annoying, ambiguous wording is, in principle, a relatively easy problem to deal with because there are accepted ways
to "do it right . " Much more complicated are cases in which seemingly arbitrary aspects of how a question is posed affect the values.
Parducci (1974) has found that judged satisfaction with one's state
in life may depend on the range of possible states mentioned in the
question put to people. In an attempt to establish a dollar value for
aesthetic degradation of the environment, Brookshire et a!. (1976)
asked visitors to Lake Powell how much they would be willing to pay
in increased users' fees in order not to have an ugly (coal-fired) power
plant looming on the opposite shore. They asked "Would you pay
$1, $2, $3?" and so on, until the respondent answered "No" and then
they retreated in decrements of a quarter (e.g., "Would you pay $5.75,
$5.50, ... ?")- Rather different numerical values might have been obtained had the bidding procedure begun at $100 and decreased by
steps of $10 or with other plausible variants. Any respondents who
were not sure what they wanted in dollars and cents might naturally
and necessarily look to the range of options presented, the difference
between first and second options, and so on, for cues as to what are
reasonable and plausible responses (Cummings et a!., 1986; Smith
and Desvousges, 1986).
At first glance, it might seem as though questions of value are
the last redoubt of unaided intuition. Who knows better than an
individual what he or she prefers? When people are considering simple, familiar events with which they have direct experience, it may
be reasonable to assume that they have well-articulated opinions.
Regarding the novel, global consequences potentially associated with
C0 2 -induced climatic change, nuclear meltdowns, or genetic engineering, that may not be the case. Our values may be incoherent,
not thought through. In thinking about what are acceptable levels
of risk, for example, we may be unfamiliar with the terms in which
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issues are formulated (e"g", social discount rates, minuscule probabilities, or megadeaths). We may have contradictory values (e.g", a
strong aversion to catastrophic losses of life and a realization that we
are no more moved by a plane crash with 500 fatalities than by one
with 300)0 We may occupy different roles in life (parents, workers,
children) that produce clear-cut but inconsistent values" We may
vacillate between incompatible, but strongly held, positions (eo g.,
freedom of speech is inviolate, but should be denied to authoritarian
movements). We may not even know how to begin thinking about
some issues (e.g., the appropriate trade-off between the opportunity
to dye one's hair and a vague, minute increase in the probability of
cancer 20 years from now). Our views may undergo changes over
time (say, as we near the hour of decision or of experiencing the consequence) and we may not know which view should form the basis of
our decision.
An extreme, but not uncommon, situation is having no opinion
and not realizing it. In that state, we may respond with the first
thing that comes to mind once a question is asked and then commit ourselves to maintaining that first expression and to mustering
support for it, while suppressing other views and uncertainties. As a
result, we may be stuck with stereotypical or associative responses,
generated without serious contemplation.
Once an issue has been evoked, it must be given a labeL In a
world with few hard evaluative standards, such symbolic interpretations may be very important. While the facts of abortion remain
constant, individuals may vacillate in their attitude as they attach
and detach the label of murder. Figure IL5 shows two versions of the
same gamble, differing only in whether one consequence is labeled
a "sure loss" or an "insurance premium!' Most people dislike the
former and like the latter. When these two versions are presented sequentially, people often reverse their preferences for the two options
(Hershey and Shoemaker, 1980). Figure IL6 shows a labeling effect
that produced a reversal of preference with practicing physicians;
most preferred treatment A over treatment B, and treatment D over
treatment C, despite the formal equivalence of A and C and of B and
D. Saving lives and losing Jives afforded very different perspectives
on the same problem.
People solve problems, including the determination of their own
values, with what comes to mind. The more detailed, exacting, and
creative their inferential process, the more likely they are to think of
all they know about a question. The briefer that process becomes,
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Insurance

Imagine that you must play a gamble in which you can Jose but cannot win
Specifically, this gamble exposes you to:
i chance In 4 to Jose £200

(and 3 chances In 4 to lose nothing),
You can either take a chance with the gamble or Insure against the £200 loss by
buying a policy for a premium of £50- If you buy this Insurance, you cannot lose
£200, but you must pay the £50 premium

Please Indicate what you would do In this situation,
Preference

In this task you will be asked to choose between a certain loss and a gamble that
exposes you to some chance of loss Specincally, you must choose either:
Sltuatton A:

1 chance In 4 to lose £200
(and 3 chances In 4 to lose nothing)

or
Situation 8: a certain loss of £5o.
Of course, you would probably prefer not to be In either of these situations, but, if
forced either to play the gamble (A} or to accept the certain loss (8), which would
you prefer to do?

FIGURE ll.S Two formulations of a. choice problem: insurance versus certain
loss. SOURCE: Fischhoff et a.L, 1980"

the more they will be controlled by the relative accessibility of various
considerations" Accessibility may be related to importance, but it is
also related to the associations that are evoked, the order in which
questions are posed, imaginability, concreteness, and other factors
only loosely related to importance. As one example of how an elicitor may (perhaps inadvertently) control respondents' perspective,
Turner (1980) observed a large difference in responses to a simple
question such as "Are you happy?" on two simultaneous surveys of
the same population (Figure IL 7). The apparent source of the difference was that one (NORC) preceded the happiness question with
a set of questions about married life" In the United States married people are generally happier than unmarried people. Reminding
them of that aspect of their life apparently changed the information
that they brought to the happiness question"
It would be comforting to be able to say which way of phrasing
these questions is most appropriate. However, there is no general answer. One needs to know why the question is being asked (Fischhoff
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Lives Saved
Imagine that the U.S Is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian disease,
whlchls expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative programs to combat the disease
have been proposed, The accepted scientific estimate of the consequences of the
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that only touches one facet of a complex and incompletely formulated
set of views"
Refining Connnon Sense

program are as follows:
If Program A Is adopted, 200 people will be saved,
If Program B Is adopted, there Is 1/3 probability that 600 people will be saved,
and 2/3 probability that no people will be saved

Which of the two programs would you favor?
Lives Lost
If Program C Is adopted, 400 people will die
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Social scientists often find themselves in a no-win situation. If
they describe their work in technical jargon, no one wants to listen"
If they use plain language, no one feels a need to listen" Listeners feel
that they "knew it all along" and that the social scientist was just
"affirming the obvious" or "validating common sense"" One possible
antidote to this feeling is to point out the evidence showing that, in
hindsight, people exaggerate how much they could have known in
foresight, leading them to discount the informativeness of scientific

If Program Dis adopted, there Is 1/3 probability that nobody will die, and 2/3
probability that 600 people )Viii die

Which of the two programs would you favor?

FIGURE 11.6 Two formulations of a. choice problem: lives sn.ved versus lives
lost" SOURCE: Tversky and Kahneman, 1981. Copyright @ 1981 by the
American Association for the Advancement of Science.

and Furby, 1988)" If one wants to predict the quality of casual encounters, then a superficial measure of happiness may suffice. However,
an app~aisal of national malaise or suicide potential may require a
questioning procedure that evokes an appreciation of all components
of respondents' lives. It has been known for some time that white
interviewers evoke more moderate responses from blacks on racerelated questions than do black interviewers" The usual response
has been to match the races of interviewer and interviewee (Martin,
1980). This solution may be appropriate for predicting voting behavior or conversation in same-race bars, but not for predicting behavior
of blacks in white-dominated workplaces"
The fact that one has a question is no guarantee that respondents
have answers, or even that they have devoted any prior thought to the
matter" When one must have an answer (say, because public input
is statutorily required), there may be no substitute for an elicitation
procedure that educates respondents about how they might look at
the question" The possibilities for manipulation in such interviews
are obvious" However, one cannot claim to be serving respondents'
best interests (letting them speak their minds) by asking a question

- - - NOAC
--SAC

1971

1972

1973

1974

YEAR

FIGURE 1L7 Trends in self-reported happiness derived from sample surveys
of the noninstitutionalized population of the continental United States aged
18 and over. Error bars demark ±1 standard error around sample estimate.
SOURCE: Turner, 1980.
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reports (Slavic and Fisch hoff, 1977). A second antidote is to note
that common sense often makes contradictory predictions (e.g., two
heads are better than one versus too many cooks spoil the broth;
absence makes the heart grow fonder versus out of sight, out of
mind). Research is needed to determine which version of common
sense is correct or what their respective ranges of validity are. A
third strategy, adopted immediately below, is to present empirical
results that contradict conventional wisdom (Lazarsfeld, 1949).
Informing People About Risks
It is often claimed that people do not want to know very much
about the health risks they face, since such information makes them
anxious. Moreover, they cannot use that information very productively, even if it is given. If true, these claims would make it legitimate
for someone else (e.g,., physicians, manufacturers, government) to decide what health (and therapeutic) risks are acceptable, and not to
invest too much effort on information programs. A number of investigators, however, have replaced anecdotal evidence with systematic
observation and have found that, by and large, people want to be
told about potential risks (Alfidi, 1971; Weinstein, 1980a). In clinical
settings, this desire has been observed with such risky practices as
psychotropic medication (Schwarz, 1978), endoscopy (Roling et aL,
1977), and oral contraceptives (Applied Management Sciences, 1978;
Joubert and Lasagna, 1975). Figure IL8 shows respondents' strong
opinions about the appropriate use of a pamphlet designed to explain the risks faced by temporary workers in a nuclear power plant.
Ninety percent of these individuals gave the most affirmative answer
possible to the question, "lf you had taken such a job without being
shown this pamphlet, would you feel that you had been deprived of
necessary information?" (Fischhoff, 1981).
Risk- Taking Propensity
We all know that some people are risk takers and others are
risk avoiders; some are cautious, whereas others are rash. Indeed,
attitude toward risk might be one of the first attributes that comes
to mind when one is asked to describe someone else's personality. In
1962, Slavic compared the scores of 82 individuals on nine different
measures of risk taking. He found no consistency at all in people's
propensity for taking risks in the settings created by the various tests
(Slavic, 1962). Correlations ranged from -.35 to .34, with a mean of
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When Should Pamphlet Be Shown'?

Definitely
When they first sign up at
the personnel office
On the first morning when
they first report to be
driven out to job
On the morning when they
arrive at tile plant

Only when they ask for it
explicitly

Yes

Definitely
No

X

X

X

X

Not at all

~IGURE I~"S Op.inions about the appropriate use of a pamphlet describing the
nsks assocmted w1th temporary work in a. facility handling nuclear materials.
Respondents were drawn from the readers of a student newspaper and from
unemployed individuals at a state labor exchange. The "X" on each line
represents the mean response to a question by the 173 individuals. SOURCE:
F1schhoff, 198L

.006. That is, people who are daring in one context may be timid in
another, a result that has been replicated in numerous other studies
(Davidshofer, 1976).
The surprising nature of these results may tell us something
about ourselves as well as about the people we observe. One of the
~ost. robu_st psychological discoveries of the past 20 years has been
J~ent1ficatwn of the. fundamental attribution error, the tendency to
v.Jew ourselves as highly sensitive to the demands of varying situatwns, bu.t to se~ othe:s as driven to consistent behavior by dominating
person~hty traits (Nisbett and Ross, 1980). This misperception may
be attnbutable to the fact that we typically see most others in only
one role, as workers or spouses or parents or tennis players or drivers
or whatever, in which the situational pressures are quite consistent.
T~ms, we may observe accurately the evidence available to us, but
fa1l to understand the universe from which these data are drawn.
Protective Behavior
. For years, _the United States has been building flood control
proJects. Despite these great expenditures, flood losses today (in
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constant dollars) are greater than they were before this enterprise
began. Apparently, the behavioral models of the dam and levee
builders failed to account for the extent to which eliminating the
recurrence of small-to-moderate floods reduced residents' (and particularly newcomers') sensitivity to flood dangers, which in turn led
to overbuilding the flood plain. As a result, when the big floods come
(about once every 100 years), exceeding the containment capacity of
the protective structures, much more lies in their path (White, 1974).
The official response to this situation has been the National
Flood Insurance Program (Kunreuther et aL, 1978), designed according to economic models of human behavior, which assumes that
flood plain residents are all-knowing, all-caring, and entirely "rational" (as defined by economics). Initially, premiums were greatly
subsidized by the federal government to make the insurance highly
attractive; these subsidies were to be withdrawn gradually once the
insurance-buying habit was established. Unfortunately for the program, few people bought the insurance. The typical explanation
for this failure was that residents expected the government to bail
them out in the event of flood. However, a field survey found this
speculation, too, to be in error. Flood plain residents reported that
they expected no help, feeling that they were willingly bearing an
acceptable risk. When residents thought about insurance at all, they
seemed to rely on a melange of ad hoc principles like, "I can't worry
about everything" and "The chances of getting a return (reimbursement) on my investment (premium) are too small," rather than on
the concepts and procedures of economics (Kunreuther et aL, 1978;
Slovic et a! , 1977) .

ADHERENCE TO ESSENTIAL RULES OF SCIENCE
Looking hard at other sciences would reveal them to be similarly
complicated, and similarly surprising. Sciences may not reveal their
intricacies readily, but committed citizen activists have often proven
themselves capable of mastering enough of the relevant science to
be able to ask hard questions about risk issues that interest them
(Figure II.4, for example, was created as a step toward this end).
Many, of course, do not, and none could learn the hard questions
about all of the sciences impinging on complex risk issues. This is,
however, an option for those who care enough.
Short of such intense involvement, it is possible to ask some
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generic questions about almost any science. These are ways of asking
"How good could it be?", given the conditions of its production.
Perhaps the most basic question that one can ask about any bit
of science introduced into an environmental dispute, whether it be
a single rodent bioassay or a full-blown risk analysis, is whether it
actually represents a bit of science. In applied settings, one often
finds evidence that fails to adhere to such essential rules of science
as: (1) subjecting the study to critical peer review; (2) making all
data available to other investigators; (3) evaluating the statistical
reliability of results; (4) considering alternative explanations of the
results; (5) relating new results to those already in the literature;
and (6) pointing out critical assumptions that have not been empirically verified. Studies that fail to follow such procedures may be
attempting to assume the rights, but not the responsibilities of science, Conversely, good science can come even from partisan sources

(e.g., industry labs, environmental activists), if the rules are followed.
The definitiveness of science is bounded not only by the process
by which it is conducted, but also by the object of its study. Some
topics are simply easier than others, allowing for results clouded by
relatively little uncertainty. Unfortunately for the rapid understanding and resolution of problems, risk management often demands
understanding of inherently difficult topics.
This difficulty for risk managers can be seen as a by-product of
one fortunate feature of the natural environment, namely, that the
most fearsome events are quite infrequent. Major floods, disastrous
plagues, and catastrophic tremors are all the exception rather than
the rule. Social institutions attempt to constrain hazards of human
origin so that the probability of their leading to disaster is low.
However great their promised benefit, projects that might frequently
kill large numbers of people are unlikely to be developed. The difficult
cases are those in which the probability of a disaster is known to be
low, but we do not know just how low. Unfortunately, quantitative
assessment of very small probabilities is often very difficult (Fairley,
1977).
At times, one can identify a historical record that provides frequency estimates for an event related to the calamity in question.
The U.S. Geological Survey has perhaps 75 years of reliable data
on which to base assessments of the likelihood of large earthquakes
(Burton et aL, 1978). Iceland's copious observations of ice-pack
movements over the last millennium provide a clue to the probability
of an extremely cold year in the future (Ingram et a!., 1978). The
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absence of a full-scale meltdown in 500 to 1000 reactor-years of nuclear power plant operation sets some bounds on the probability of
future meltdowns (Weinberg, 1979). Of course, extrapolation from
any of these historical records is a matter of judgment. The great
depth and volume of artificial reservoirs may enhance the probability
of earthquakes in some areas. Increased carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere may change the earth's climate in ways that
amplify or moderate yearly temperature fluctuations. Changes in design, staffing, and regulation may render the next 1000 reactor-years
appreciably different from their predecessors. Indeed, any attempt
to learn from experience and make a technology safer renders that
experience less relevant for predicting future performance.
Even when experts agree on the interpretation of records, a
sample of 1000 reactor-years or calendar-years may be insufficient.
If one believes the worst-case scenarios of some opponents of nuclear
power, a 0.0001 chance of a meltdown (per reactor-year) might seem
unconscionable. However, we will be into the next century before we
will have enough on-line experience to know with great confidence
whether the historical probability is really that low.

HOW DOES JUDGMENT AFFECT THE
RISK ESTIMATION PROCESS?
To the extent that historical records (or records of related systems) are unavailable, one must rely on conjecture. The more sophisticated conjectures are based on models such as the fault-tree
and event-tree analyses of a loss-of-coolant accident upon which the
Reactor Safety Study was based (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1975). As noted in Figure ILZ, a fault tree consists of a logical
structuring of what would have to happen for an accident (e.g., a
meltdown) to occur. If sufficiently detailed, it will reach a level of
specificity for which one has direct experience (e.g., the operation
of individual valves). The overall probability of system failure is determined by combining the probabilities of the necessary component
failures.
The trustworthiness of such an analysis hinges on the experts'
ability to enumerate all major pathways to disaster and on the assumptions that underlie the modeling effort. Unfortunately, a modicum of systematic data and many anecdotal reports suggest that
experts may be prone to certain kinds of errors and omissions. Table
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TABLE 11.2 Some Problema in Structuring Risk Aaaeaaments
Failur·e to consider the ways in which human enors can affect technological

systems,
Example: Owing to inadequate training and contr·ol IOom design,
operators at Three Mile Island I'epeatedly misdiagnosed the pi'Oblema of
the reactor and took innppr·opriate actions (Sheddnn, 1980; U S .

Government, 1979)
Overconfidence in currCnt scientific knowledge
Example: DDT came into widespread and uncontr·olled use before
scientists had even considered the possibility of the side effects that
today make it look like a mixed, and irreversible, blessing (Dunlap,
1978)

Failure to appreciate how technological systems function as a whole
Example: The DC~10 failed in several early flights because its
designers had not reali&ed that decompression of the cargo compartment
would destroy vital control systems (Hohenemser, 1975}
Slowness in detecting chronic, cumulative effects
Example: Although accidents to coal miners have long been recogni&ed
as one cost of operating fossil-fueled plants, the effects of acid rain
on ecosystems wer·e slow to be discovered (Rosencran& and W etstone,
1980)

Failure to anHcipate human r·esponse to safety measures
Example: The partial protection afforded by dams and levees gives
people a false sense of security and promotes development of the flood
plain Thus, although floods are rarer, damage per flood is so much
greater that the average yearly loss in dollars is larger than before
the dams were built (Burton et aL, 1978),
Failure to anticipate common~mode failures, which simultaneously afflict
systems that are designed to be independent
Example: Because electrical cables controlling the multiple safety
systems of the reactor at Browns Ferry, Alabama, were not spatially
separated, all five emergency core-cooling systems were damaged by a
single fire (Jennergren and Keeney, 1982j U.S Government, 1975)
SOURCE: Fischhoff, Lichtenstein, et al , 1981n

ILZ suggests some problems that might underlie the confident veneer
of a formal model.
When the logical structure of a system cannot be described to
allow computation of its failure probabilities (e.g., when there are
large numbers of interacting systems), physical or computerized simulation models may be used. If one believes the inputs and the
programmed interconnections, one should trust the results. What
happens, however, when the results of a simulation are counterintuitive or politically awkward? There may be a strong temptation to
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try it again, adjusting the parameters or assumptions a bit, given
that many of these are not known with certainty in the first place.
Susceptibility to this temptation could lead to a systematic and subtle bias in modeling. At the extreme, models would be accepted only
if they confirmed expectations.

Acknowledging the Role of Judgment
Although the substance of sciences differs greatly, sciences do
have in common the fact that they are produced by the minds of
mortals. Those minds may contain quite different facts, depending "on
the disciplines in which they were trained. However, it is reasonable
to suppose that they operate according to similar principles when
they are pressed to make speculations-taking them beyond the
limits of hard data-in order to produce the sorts of assessments
needed to guide risk managers.
Indeed, the need for judgment is a defining characteristic of risk
assessment (Federal Register 49(100):21594-21661). Some judgment
is, of course, a part of all science. However, the policy questions that
hinge on the results of risk assessments typically demand greater
scope and precision than can be provided by the "hard" knowledge
that any scientific discipline currently possesses. As a result, risk
assessors must fill the gaps as best they can. The judgments incorporated in risk assessments are typically those of esteemed technical
experts, but they are judgments nonetheless, taking one beyond the
realm ·of established fact and into the realm of educated opinions
that cannot immediately be validated.
Judgment arises whenever materials scientists estimate the failure rates for valves subjected to novel conditions (Joksimovich, 1984;
Ostberg et aL, 1977), whenever accident analysts attempt to recreate operators' perceptions of their situation prior to fatal mishaps
(Kadlec, 1984; Pew et aL, 1982), when toxicologists choose and
weight extrapolation models (Rodricks and Tardiff, 1984; Tackman and Lilienfeld, 1984), when epidemiologists assess the reasons
for nonresponse in a survey (Joksimovich, 1984; National Research
Council, 1982), when pharmacokineticists consider how consumers
alter the chemical composition of foods (e.g., by cooking and storage practices) before they consume them (National Research Council,
1983a; O'Flaherty, 1984), when physiologists assess the selection bias
in the individuals who volunteer for their experiments (Hackney and
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Linn, 1984; Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1969), when geologists consider
how the construction of underground storage facilities might change
the structure of the rock media and the flow of fluids through them
(Sioshansi, 1983; Travis, 1984), and when psychologists wonder how
the dynamics of a particular group of interacting experts affect the
distribution of their responses (Brown, 1965; Davis, 1969; Hirokawa
and Poole, 1986).
The process by which judgments are produced may be as varied
as the topics they treat. Individual scientists may probe their own
experience for clues to the missing facts. Reviewers may be sponsored to derive the best conclusions that the literature can provide.
Panels of specialists may be convened to produce a collective best
guess. Trained interviewers may use structured elicitation techniques
to extract knowledge from others. The experts producing these judgments may be substantive experts in almost any area of science and
engineering, risk assessment generalists who take it upon themselves
to extrapolate from others' work, or laypeople who happen to know
more than anyone else about particular facts (e.g., workers assessing
how respirators are really used, civil defense officials predicting how
evacuation plans will work).
Few experts would deny that they do not know all the answers.
However, detailed treatments of the judgments they make in the
absence of firm evidence are seldom forthcoming (Federal Register
49(100):21594-21661). There appear to be several possible causes
for this neglect. Knowing which is at work in a particular risk
assessment establishes what effect, if any, the informal treatment of
judgment has had.
One common reason for treating the role of judgment lightly is
the feeling that everyone knows that it is there, hence there is no
point in repeating the obvious. Although this feeling is often justified,
acting on it can have two deleterious consequences. One is that all
consumers of an assessment may not share the same feeling, Some of
these consumers may not realize that judgment is involved, whereas
others may suspect that the judgments are being hidden for some
ulterior purpose. The second problem is that failure to take this step
precludes taking the subsequent steps of characterizing, improving,
and evaluating the judgments involved.
A second, complementary reason for doing little about judgment
is the belief that nothing much can be done, beyond a good-faith
effort to think as hard as one can. Considering the cursory treatment of judgmental issues in most methodological primers for risk
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analysts, this perception is understandable. Considering the importance of doing something and the extensive research regarding what
can be done, it is, however, not justifiable. Although the research
is unfamiliar to most practicing analysts, the study and cultivation
of judgment have proven tractable. The vulnerability of analyses
to judgmental difficulties means that those who ignore judgment for
this reason may miss a significant opportunity to perform at the state
of the art.
A third reason for ignoring judgment is being rewarded for doing
so. At times, analysts discern some strategic advantage to exaggerating the definitiveness of their work. At times, analysts feel that
they must make a begrudging concession to the demands of political
processes that attend only to those who speak with (unjustifiable)
authority . At times, the neglect of judgment is (almost) a condition
of employment, as when employers, hearings officials, or contracting
agencies require statements of fact, not opinion.
Diagnosing the Role of Judgment
The first step in dealing with the judgmental aspects of risk
assessments is identifying them. All risk assessment, and most contemporary science, can be construed as the construction of models.
These include both procedures used to assess discrete hazards (e.g.,
accidents), such as probabilistic risk analysis, and procedures used
to assess continuous hazards (e.g., toxicity), such as dose-response
curves .or structural-activity relationships, Although these models
take many forms, all require a similar set of judgmental skills, which
can be used as a framework for diagnosing where judgment enters
into analyses (and, subsequently, how good it is and what can be
done about it), These skills are:
L Identifying the active elements of the hazardous system being
studied. These may be the physical components of a nuclear power
plant (e.g., the valves, controls, and piping) (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1983), the environmental factors affecting the
dispersal of toxins from a waste disposal site (e.g., geologic structure, rainfall patterns, adjacent construction) (Pinder, 1984), or the
potential predictors of cancer in an epidemiological study (Tockman
and Lilienfeld, 1984).
2. Characterizing the interrelationships among these elements.
Not everything is connected to everything else. Reducing the set
of interconnections renders the model more tractable, its results
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more comprehensible, and its data demands more manageable. The
probabilistic risk analyst must judge which malfunctions in System X
need to be considered when studying the performance of System Y,
The epidemiologist needs to judge which interaction terms to include
in regression models.
3. Assessing the value of model parameters. The amount of this
kind of judgment varies greatly both across and within analyses.
Some values have a sound statistical base (e.g., the number of chemical workers, as revealed by a decennial census), whereas others must
be created from whole cloth (e.g., the sabotage rate at an as-yetunconstructed plant 10 years in the future), Yet even the firmest
statistics require some interpretation, for example, to correct for
sampling and reporting biases or to adjust for subsequent changes in
conditions.
4. Evaluating the quality of the analysis. Every analysis requires
some summary statement of how good it is, whether for communicating its results to policymakers or for deciding whether to work on it
more. Such evaluation requires consideration of both the substance
and the purpose of the analysis. In both basic and applied sciences,
the answer to "is the assessment good enough?" presupposes an
answer to "good enough for what?"
5. Adopting appropriate judgmental techniques, Just as each
stage in risk assessment requires different judgmental sldlls, it also
requires different elicitation procedures. The reason for this is that
each kind of information is organized in people's minds in a different
way, and needs, therefore, to be extracted in a different way. For example, listing all possible mistakes that operators of a process-control
industry might make is different than estimating how frequently each
mistake will be made. The former requires heavy reliance on memory
for instances of past errors, whereas the latter requires aggregation
across diverse experiences and their extrapolation to future situations. Different experts (e.g., veteran operators, human factors
theorists) may be more accustomed to thinking about the topic in
one way rather than the other, Although transfer of information between these modes of thinking is possible, it may be far from trivial
(Lachman et aL, 1979; Tulving, 1972),
As noted earlier, studies with laypeople have found that seemingly subtle variations in how judgments are elicited can have large
effects on the beliefs that are apparently revealed. These effects are
most pronounced when people are least certain about how to respond, either because they do not know the answers or because they
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are unaccustomed to expressing themselves in the required terms .
Thus, in extrapolating these results one must ask how expert the
respondents are both in the topic requiring judgment and in using
that response mode.
Assessing the Quality of the Judgment
If analysts have addressed the preceding steps conscientiously
and left an audit trail of their work, all that remains is to review
the protocol of the analysis to determine how heavily its conclusions
depend on judgment and how adequate those judgments are likely
to be. That evaluation should consider both the elicitation methods used and the judgmental capabilities of the experts. Ideally,
the methods would have been empirically tested to show that they
are: (1) compatible witli the experts' mental representation of the
problem, and {2) able to help the experts use their minds more effectively by overcoming common judgmental difficulties. Ideally, the
experts would not only be knowledgeable about the topic, but also
capable of translating that knowledge into the required judgments.
The surest guarantees of that capability are having been trained in
judgment or having provided judgments in conditions conducive to
skill acquisition (e.g., prompt feedback).

How Good Are Expert Judgments?

As one might expect, considerably more is known about the
judgmental processes of laypeople than about the judgmental processes of experts performing tasks in their areas of expertise. It is
simply much easier to gain access to laypeople and create tasks about
everyday events. Nonetheless, there are some studies of experts per
se. In addition, there is some basis in psychological theory for extrapolating from the behavior of laypeople to that of experts. What
follows is a selection of the kinds of problems that any of us may
encounter when going beyond the available data, and which must be
considered when weighing the usefulness of analyses estimating risks
and benefits.
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needed to test research hypotheses adequately. In particular, they
expect small samples to represent the populations from which they
were drawn to a degree that can only be assumed with much larger
samples. This tendency leads them to gamble their research hypotheses on underpowered small samples, to place undue confidence
in e!lrly data trends, and to underestimate the role of sampling variability in causing results to deviate from expectations (preferring
instead to offer causal explanations for discrepancies). For example,
in a survey of standard hematology texts, Berkson et a!. {1939-1940)
found that the maximum allowable difference between two successive
blood counts was so small that it would normally be exceeded by
chance 66 to 85 percent of'the time. They mused about why instructors often reported that their best students had the most trouble
attaining the desired standard.
Small samples mean low statistical power, that is, a small chance
of detecting phenomena that really exist.. Cohen {1962) surveyed
published articles in a respected psychological journal and found
very low power. Even under the charitable assumption that all underlying effects were large, a quarter of the studies had less than
three chances in four of showing statistically significant results. He
goes on to speculate that the one way to get a low-power study published is to keep doing it again and again (perhaps making subtle
variations designed to "get it right next time") until a significant
result occurs. Consequently, published studies may be unrepresentative of the set of conducted studies in a way that inflates the rate
of spuriously significant results (beyond that implied by the officially
reported "significance level"). Page {1981) has similarly shown the
low power of representative toxicological studies. In designing such
studies, one inevitably must make a trade-off between avoiding false
alarms (e.g., erroneously calling a chemical a carcinogen) and misses
(e.g., erroneously calling a chemical a noncarcinogen). Low power
increases the miss rate and decreases the false alarm rate. Hence,
wayward intuitions may lead to experimental designs that represent,
perhaps inadvertently, a social policy that protects chemicals more
than people.

Sensitivity to Sample Size

Hindsight

Tversky and Kahneman (1971) found that even statistically sophisticated individuals have poor intuitions about the size of sample

Experimental work has shown that in hindsight people consistently exaggerate what could have been anticipated in foresight.
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They tend not only to view what has happened as having been relatively inevitable, but also to view it as having appeared relatively
inevitable before it happened. People believe that others should have
been able to anticipate events much better than was actually the case.
They even misremember their own predictions so as to exaggerate in
hindsight what they knew in foresight (Fischhoff, 1980) .
The revisionist history of strategic surprises (e.g., Lanir, 1982;
Wohlstetter, 1962) argues that such misperceptions have vitiated the
efforts of scholars and "scalpers" attempting to understand questions
like, "Who goofed at Pearl Harbor?" These expert scrutinizers were
not able to disregard the knowledge that they had only as a result of
knowing how things turned out. Although it is flattering to believe
that we personally would not have been surprised, failing to realize
the difficulty of the task that faced the individuals about whom We
are speculating may leave us very exposed to future surprises.,
Methodological treatises for professional historians contain numerous warnings about related tendencies. One such tendency is
telescoping the rate of historical processes, exaggerating the speed
with which "inevitable" changes are consummated (Fischer, 1970).
Mass immunization against poliomyelitis seems like such a natural idea that careful research is needed to show that its adoption
met substantial snags, taking almost a decade to complete (Lawless,
1977). A second variant of hindsight bias may be seen in Barraclough's (1972) critique of the historiography of the ideological roots
of Nazism; looking back from the Third Reich, one can trace its roots
to the writings of many authors from whose writings one could not
have projected Nazism. A third form of hindsight bias, also called
"presentism," is to imagine that the participants in a historical situation were fully aware of its eventual importance ["Dear Diary, The
Hundred Years' War started today" (Fischer, 1970)].
More directly relevant to the resolution of scientific disputes,
Lakatos (1970) has argued that the "critical experiment," unequivocally resolving the conflict between two theories or establishing the
validity of one, is typically an artifact of inappropriate reconstruction. In fact, "the crucial experiment is seen as crucial only decades
later. Theories don'tjust give up, a few anomalies are always allowed.
Indeed, it is very difficult to defeat a research programme supported
by talented and imaginative scientists" (Lakatos, 1970:157-158).
Future generations may be puzzled by the persistence of the
antinuclear movement after the 1973 Arab oil embargo guaranteed
the future of nuclear power, or the persistence of nuclear advocates
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after Three Mile Island sealed the industry's fate-depending on
how things turn out. Perhaps the best way t~ protect ~urselves froi?
the surprises and reprobation of the future m m~agi~g h~zar~s IS
to "accept the fact of uncertainty and learn to hve with_ It. Smce
no magic will provide certainty, our plans must work With ou t "It"
(Wohlstetter, 1962:401).
Judging Probabilistic Processes

After seeing four successive heads in Hips of a fai_r coin,_ m~st
people expect a tails. Once diagnosed, this tendency IS readily Interpreted as a judgmental error. Commonly labeled the "gambler's
fallacy" (Lindman and Edwards, 1961), it is one reflection of a strong
psychological tendency to impo.se order on the resul~s of random
processes, making them appear mterpretable and pred.Ictable (K~h
neman and Tversky, 1972). Such illusions need not disappear with
higher stakes or greater attention to detaiL ~eller (1968) offers one
example in risk monitoring: Londoners durmg the Bhtz dev~ted
considerable effort to interpreting the pattern of German bombmg,
developing elaborate theories of where the German_s ~ere aimin_g
(and when to take cover). However, a careful statistical analysis
revealed that the frequency distribution of bomb-hits in different
sections of London was almost a perfect approximation of the Poisson (random) distribution. Dreman (1979) argues th~t the technical
analysis of stock prices by market experts represents httle more than
opportunistic explication of chance fluctuations. Although such predictions generate an aura of knowing, they fail to outperform market
averages,

Gilovich et aL (1985) found that, appearances to the contr~ry,
basketball players have no more shooting streaks than one might
expect from a random process generated by their overall sho~ting
percentage.. This result runs strongly counter to the conv?ntwnal
wisdom that players periodically have a "hot hand," attributable
to specific causes like a half-time talk or dedication to an injured
teammate. One of the few basketball experts to accept this result
claimed that he could not act on it anyway. Fans would not forgive
h im if in the closing minutes of a game, he had an inbound pass
, to a higher percentage shooter, rather than to a player Wit
"h
directed
an apparent "hot hand" (even knowing that opposing players would
cluster on that player, expecting the pass).
At times, even scientific enterprises seem to represent little more
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than sophisticated capitalization on chance. Chapman and Chapman
(1969) found that clinical psychologists see patterns that they expect
to find even in randomly generated data. O'Leary et a!. (1974) observed that the theories of foreign affairs analysts are so complicated
that any imaginable set of data can be interpreted as being consistent
with them. Short of this extreme, it is generally true that, given a set
of events (e.g., environmental calamities) and a sufficiently large set
of possible explanatory variables (antecedent conditions), one can always devise a theory for retrospectively predicting the events to any
desired level of proficiency. The price one pays for such overfitting
is shrinkage, failure of the theory to work on a new sample of cases.
The frequency and vehemence of warnings against such correlational
overkill suggest that this bias is quite resistant to even extended
professional training (Armstrong, 1975; Campbell, 1975; Crask and
Parreault, 1977; Kunce eta!., 1975).
Even when one is alert to such problems, it may be difficult to
assess the degree to which one has capitalized on chance. For example, as a toxicologist, you are "certain" that exposure to chemical
X is bad for one's health, so you compare workers who do and do
not work with it in a particular plant for bladder cancer, but obtain
no effect. So you try intestinal cancer, emphysema, dizziness, and
so on, until you finally get a significant difference in skin cancer.
Is that difference meaningful? Of course, the way to test these explanations or theories is by replication on new samples. That step,
unfortunately, is seldom taken and is often not possible for technical
or ethical reasons (Tukey, 1977).
A further unintuitive property of probabilistic events is regression to the mean, the tendency for extreme observations to be followed by less extreme ones. One depressing failure by experts to
appreciate this fact is seen in Campbell and Erlebacher's (1970) article, "How regression artifacts in quasi-experimental evaluations can
mistakenly make compensatory education look harmful" (because
upon retest, the performance of the better students seems to have
deteriorated). Similarly unfair tests may be created when one asks
only if environmental management programs have, say, weakened
strong industries or reduced productivity in the healthiest sectors of
the economy.
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Judging the Quality of Evidence

Since cognitive and evidential limits prevent scientist~ from providing all the answers, it is important to have an appraisal of how
much they do know. It is not enough to claim that "t.hese ~re the
ranking experts in the field," for there are some ~elds m which ~he
most knowledgeable individuals understand a relatively small portwn
of all there is to be known.
Weather forecasters offer some reason for encouragement (Murphy and Brown, 1983; Murphy and Winkler, 1984). There is at l~ast
some measurable precipitation on about 70 percent o: the occasw~s
for which they say there is a 70 percent chance of ram. The conditions under which forecasters work and train suggest the following
prerequisites for good performance in probabilistic judgment:
o great amounts of practice;
o the availability of statistical data offering historical precipitation base rates (indeed, forecasters might be fairly well calibrated if
they ignored the murmurings of their intuitions and always responded
with the base rate);
• computer-generated predictions for each situation;. . .
• a readily verifiable criterion event (measurable precipitatiOn),
offering clear feedback; and
• explicit admission of the imprecision of the trade and the
need for training.
In experimental work, it has been found that large amounts of clearly
characterized accurate and personalized feedback can improve the
probability a~sessments'oflaypeople (e.g., Lichtenstein and Fischhoff,
1980).
.
,
.
Training professionals to assess and express their uncertamty Is,
however, a rarity. Indeed, the role of judgment is often acknowledged
only obliquely. For example, civil engineers do not routinely asse~s
the probability of failure for completed dams, even though ~pproxi
mately one dam in 300 collapses when first filled (U.S. Comnuttee on
Government Operations, 1978). The "Rasmussen" Reactor Safety
Study (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1975) was an important step toward formalizing the role of risk in technological systems,
although a subsequent review was needed to clarify. the extent to
which these estimates were but the product of fallible, educated
judgment (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1978).
Ultimately, the quality of experts' assessments is a matter of
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judgment" Since expertise is so narrowly distributed, assessors are
typically called upon to judge the quality of their own judgments.
Unfortunately, an extensive body of research suggests that people
are overconfident when making such assessments (Lichtenstein et aL,
1982). A major source of such overconfidence seems to be_ failure
to appreciate the nature and tenuousness of the assumptiOns on
which judgments are based" To illustrate with a trivial example,
when asked "To which country are potatoes native? (a) Ireland (b)
Peru?", many people are very confident that answer (a) is true. The
Irish potato and potato blight are familiar to most people; however,
that is no guarantee of origin. Indeed, the fact that potatoes were
not indigenous to Ireland may have increased their susceptibility to
blight there"
Experts may be as prone to overconfidence as laypeople (in cases
in which they, too, are pressed to evaluate judgments made regarding
topics about which their knowledge is limited). For example, when
several internationally known geotechnical experts were asked to predict the height of fill at which an embankment would fail and to give
confidence intervals for their estimates, without exception, the true
values fell outside the confidence intervals (Hynes and Vanmarcke,
1976), a result akin to that observed with other tasks a_nd respondent populations (Lichtenstein et aL, 1982)" One of the mtellectual
challenges facing engineering is to systematize the role of judgment,
both to improve its quality and to inform those who must rely on it
in their decision making.
This basic pattern of results has proved so robust that it is hard
to acquire much insight into the psychological processes producing it
(Lichtenstein et aL, 1982). One of the few effective manipulations is
to force subjects to explain why their chosen answers might be wrong
(Koriat eta!., 1980). That simple instruction seems to prompt recall
of contrary reasons that would not normally come to mind given
people's natural thought processes, which seem to focus on retrieving
reasons that support chosen answers. A second seemingly effective
manipulation, mentioned earlier, is to train people intensively with
personalized feedback that shows them how well they are calibrated.
Figures IL9 and ILlO show one sign of the limits that exist on
the capacity of expertise and experience to improve judgment-in
the absence of the conditions for learning enjoyed, say, by weather
forecasters" Particle physicists' estimates of the value of several
physical constants are bracketed by what might be called confidence
intervals, showing the range of likely values within which the true
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value should fall, once it is known. Narrower intervals indicate greater
confidence. These intervals have shrunk over time, as physicists'
knowledge has increased. However, at most points, they seem to
have been too narrow. Otherwise, the new best estimates would not
have fallen so frequently outside the range of what previously seemed
plausible" In an absolute sense, the level of knowledge represented
here is extremely high and the successive best estimates lie extremely
close to one anotheL However, the confidence intervals define what
constitute surprises in terms of current physical theory. Unless the
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possibility of overconfident judgment is considered, values falling
outside the intervals suggest a weakness in theory.
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The science of risk provides a critical anchor for risk controversies. There is no substitute for that science. However, it is typically
an imperfect guide. It can mislead if one violates any of a wide variety of intricate methodological requirements-including the need to
use judgment judiciously (and to understand its limitations). The
general nature of these assumptions was illustrated with examples
drawn from the science of understanding human behavior. Sections
IV through VI deal with the human anchors for risk controversies:
the nature of their political tensions, the strategies that risk communicators can take in them, and psychological barriers to risk communication. The next section (III) deals with the interface between
science and behavior, specifically ways in which science shapes and
is shaped by the political process.
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Values Shape Facts

HI
SCIENCE AND POLICY
SEPARATING FACTS AND VALUES
The first recommendation of the National Research Council's
Committee on the Institutional Means for Assessment of Risks to
Public Health (National Research Council, 1983b:7) was that:
regulatory agencies take steps to establish ~nd maintain. a cle~r conceptual distinction between assessment of rtsks and cons1dera.ttons of
risk management alternatives; that is, the scientific findin~s .and P.oli.cy
judgments embodied in risk asses.sments shou~d be exphcJtl? dlstm·
guished from the political, econom1c, and techntcal co.nsideratlons that
influence the design and choice of regulatory strategies.

The principle of separating science and politics seems to be a
cornerstone of professional risk management. Many of the ~ntag
onisms surrounding risk management seem due to the blurrmg of
this distinction, resulting in situations in which science is rejected
because it is seen as tainted by politics. As Hammond and Adelman
(1976), Mazur et aL (1979), and others. have a.rgue~, this disti~ction
can help clear the air in debates about nsk, wh1ch m1ght othe_rw1~e fill
up with half-truths, loaded language, and ~harac~er assassmatwns.
Even technical experts may fall prey to part!Banshlp as they advance
views on political topics beyond their fields of expertise, downplay
facts they believe will worry the public, or make statements that
cannot be verified.
Although a careful delineation between values and facts can help
prevent values from hiding in facts' clothing, it cannot assure that
a complete separation will ever be possible (Bazelon, 1979; Callen,
1976), The "facts" of a matter are only those deemed r~levant ~o a
particular problem, whose definition forecloses some actiOn ".ptwns
and effectively prejudges others. Deciding what the problem 1s goes
a long way to determining what the answer will be. Hence, the "objectivity" of the facts is always conditioned on the assumption that
they are addressing the "right" problem, where "right" is defined in
terms of society's best interest, not the interest of a particular party.
The remainder of this section examines how our values determine
what facts we produce and use, and how our facts shape our values.
254

Without information, it may be hard to arouse concern about an
issue, to allay fears, or to justify an action. But information is us~ally
created only if someone has a use for it. That use may be pecumary,
scientific, or political. Thus, we may know something only if someone
in a position to decide feels that it is worth knowing. Doern (1978)
proposed that lack of interest in the fate of workers was responsible
for the lack of research on the risks of uranium mining; Neyman
(1979) wondered whether the special concern with radiation hazards
had restricted the study of chemical carcinogens; Commoner (1979)
accused oil interests of preventing the research that could establish
solar power as an energy option.. In some situations, knowledge is
so specialized that all relevant experts may be in the employ of a
technology's promoters, leaving no one competent to discover troublesome facts (Gamble, 1978). Conversely, if one looks hard enough
for, say, adverse effects of a chemical, chance alone will produc_e an
occasional positive finding. Although such spunous results are hkely
to vanish when studies are replicated, replications are the exception
rather than the rule in many areas. Moreover, the concern raised by
a faulty study may not be as readily erased from people's consciousness as from the scientific literature (Holden, 1980; Kolata, 1980;
Peto, 1980). A shadow of doubt is hard to remove.
Legal requirements are an expression of society's values that may
strongly affect its view of reality. Highway··safety legislation affects
accident reports in ways that are independent of its effects on accident rates (V.L. Wilson, 1980). Crime-prevention programs may
have similar effects, inflating the perceived problem by encouraging
victims to report crimes (National Research Council, 1976). Although it is not always exploited for research purposes, an enormous
legacy of medical tests has been created by the defensive medicine
engendered by fear of malpractice. Legal concerns may also lead to
the suppression of information, as doctors destroy "old" records that
implicate them in the administration of diethylstilbestrol (DES) to
pregnant women in the 1950s, employers fail to keep "unnecessary"
records on occupational hazards, or innovators protect proprietary
information (Lave, 1978; Pearce, 1979; Schneiderman, 1980)"
Whereas individual scientists create data, it is the community of
scientists and other interpreters who create facts by integrating data
(Levine, 1974) . Survival in this adversarial context is determined in
part by what is right (i.e", truth) and in part by the staying power of
those who collect particular data or want to believe in them" Scrutiny
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from both sides in a dispute is a valuable safeguard, likely to improve
the quality of the analysis. Each side tries to eliminate erroneous
material prejudicial to its position. If only one side scrutinizes,
the resulting analyses will be unbalanced. Because staying with a
problem requires resources, the winners in the marketplace of ideas
may tend to be the winners in the political and economic marketplace.
Facts Shape Values
Values are acquired by rote (e.g., in Sunday school), by imitation, and by experience (Rokeach, 1973). The world we observe tells
us what issues are worth worrying about, what desires are capable
of fruition, and who we are in relation to our fellows. Insofar as
that world is revealed to us through the prism of science, the facts it
creates help shape our world outlook (R.P. Applebaum, 1977; Henshe!, 1975; Markovic, 1970; Shroyer, 1970). The content of science's
facts can make us feel like hedonistic consumers wrestling with our
fellows, like passive servants of society's institutions, like beings at
war with or at one with nature. The quantity of science's facts (and
the coherence of their explication) may lower our self-esteem and
enhance that of technical elites. The topics of science's inquiries
may tell us that the important issues of life concern the mastery of
others and of nature, or the building of humane relationships. Some
argue that science can "anaesthetize moral feeling" (Tribe, 1972) by
enticing us to think about the unthinkable. For example, setting an
explicit" value on human life in order to guide policy decisions may
erode our social contract, even though we set such values implicitly
by whatever decisions we make.
Even flawed science may shape our values. According to Wortman (1975), Westinghouse's poor evaluation of the Head Start program in the mid-1960s had a major corrosive effect on faith in social
programs and liberal ideals. Weaver (1979) argued that whatever
technical problems may be found with Inhaber's (1979) comparison
of the risks of different energy sources, he succeeded in creating a new
perspective that was deleterious to the opponents of nuclear power.
As mentioned earlier, incorrect intuitions regarding the statistical
power of statistical designs can lead to research that implicitly values chemicals more than people (Page, 1978, 1981). In designing
such studies, one must make a trade-off between avoiding either false
alarms (e.g., erroneously calling a chemical a carcinogen) or misses
(e.g., not identifying a carcinogen as such). The decision to study
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many chemicals with relatively small samples both increases the miss
rate and decreases the false-alarm rate. The value bias of such studies is compounded when scientific caution also becomes regulatory
caution.
Where science concerns real-world objects, then the selection
and characterization of those objects inevitably express attitudes
toward them. Those attitudes may come from the risk managers who
commission scientific studies, or they may come from the scientists
who conduct them. In either case, the deepest link between science
and politics may be in basic issues of definition. The next section
discusses some of the subtle ways in which science can preempt or be
captured by the policymaking process in its treatment of two basic
concepts of risk management: risk and benefit.

MEASURING RISK
Which Hazards Are Being Considered?
The decision to decide whether a technology's risks are acceptable implies that, in the opinion of someone who matters, it may
be too dangerous. Such issue identification is itself an action with
potentially important consequences. Putting a technology on the
decision-making agenda can materially change its fate by attracting attention to it and encouraging the neglect of other hazards.
For example, concern about carbon-dioxide-induced climatic change
(Schneider and Mesirow, 1976) changes the status of fossil fuels visa-vis nuclear power.
After an issue has been identified, the hazard in question must
still be defined. Breadth of definition is particularly important. Are
military and nonmilitary nuclear wastes to be lumped together in
one broad category, or do they constitute separate hazards? Did the
collision of two jumbo jets at Tenerife in the Canary Islands represent
a unique miscommunication or a large class of pilot-controller impediments? Do all uses of asbestos make up a single industry or are
brake linings, insulation, and so forth to be treated separately? Do
hazardous wastes include residential sewage or only industrial solids
(Chemical and Engineering News, 1980)? Grouping may convert a
set of minor hazards into a major societal problem, or vice versa.
Lead in the environment may seem worth worrying about, but lead
solder in tuna fish cans may not. In recent years, isolated cases of
child abuse have been aggregated in such a way that a persistent
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problem with a relatively stable rate of occurrence now appears as
an epidemic demanding action.
Often the breadth of a hazard category becomes apparent only
after the decision has been made and its implications experienced
in practice. Some categories are broadened, for example, when
precedent-setting decisions are applied to previously unrelated hazards. Other categories are narrowed over time as vested interests
gain exceptions to the rules applying to the category in which their
technology once belonged (Barber, 1979). In either case, different
decisions might have been made had the hazard category been better
defined in advance.
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the technology's net benefit. In addition, risk itself is seldom just a
single consequence. A technology may be capable of causing fatalities
in several ways (e.g., by explosions and chronic toxicity), as well as
inducing various forms of morbidity. It can affect plants and animals
as well as humans. An analysis of risk needs to specify which of these
dimensions will be included. In general, definitions based on a single
dimension will favor technologies that do their harm in a variety of
ways (as opposed to those that create a lot of one kind of problem).
Although it represents particular values (and leads to decisions consonant with those values), the specification of dimensionality (like
any other specification) is often the inadvertent product of convention or other forces, such as jurisdictional boundaries (Fischhoff,
1984).

Definition of Risk
Managing technological risks has become a major topic in scientific, industrial, and public policy. It has spurred the development of
some industries and prompted the demise of others. It has expanded
the powers of some agencies and overwhelmed the capacity of others. It has enhanced the growth of some disciplines and changed the
paths of others. It has generated political campaigns and countercampaigns. The focal ingredient in all this has been concern over
risk. Yet, the meaning of "risk" has always been fraught with conf\Ision and controversy. Some of this conflict has been overt, as when
a professional body argues about the proper measure of pollution
or reliability for incorporation in a health or safety standard. More
often, though, the controversy is unrecognized; the term risk is used
in a particular way without extensive deliberations regarding the implications of alternative uses. Typically, that particular way follows
custom in the scientific discipline initially concerned with the risk.
However, the definition of risk, like that of any other key term
in policy issues, is inherently controversial. The choice of definition
can affect the outcome of policy debates, the allocation of resources
among safety measures, and the distribution of political power in
society.

Summary Statistics
For each dimension selected as relevant, some quantitative summary is needed for expressing how much of that kind of risk is created
by a technology. The controversial aspects of that choice can be seen
by comparing the practices of different scientists. For some, the
unit of choice is the annual death toll (e.g., Zentner, 1979); for others, deaths per person exposed or per hour of exposure (e.g., Starr,
1969); for others, it is the loss of life expectancy (e.g., Cohen and
Lee, 1979; Reissland and Harries, 1979); for still others, lost working
days (e.g., lnhaber, 1979). Crouch and Wilson (1982) have shown
how the choice of unit can affect the relative riskiness of technologies . For example, today's coal mines are much less risky than those
of 30 years ago in terms of accidental deaths per ton of coal, but
marginally riskier in terms of accidental deaths per employee. The
difference between measures is explained by increased productivity.
The choice among measures is a policy question, with Crouch and
Wilson suggesting that:

Dimensionality of Risk

From a national point of view, given that a certain amount of coal has
to be obtained, deaths per million tons of coa.l is the more appropriate
measure of risk, whereas from a labor leader's point of view, deaths
per thousand persons employed may be more relevant (1982:13).

The risks of a technology are seldom its only consequences. No
one would produce it if it did not generate some benefits for someone. No one could produce it without incurring some costs. The
difference between these benefits and nonrisk costs could be called

Other value questions may be seen in the units themselves. For
example, loss of life expectancy places a premium on early deaths
that is absent from measures treating all deaths equally; using it
means ascribing particular worth to the lives of young people. Just
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counting fatalities expresses indifference to whether they come immediately after mishaps or following a substantial latency period
(during which it may not be clear who will die). Whatever types of
individuals are included in a category, they are treated as equals; the
categories may include beneficiaries and nonbeneficiaries of a technology (reflecting an attitude toward that kind of equity), workers
and members of the general public (reflecting an attitude toward
that kind of voluntariness), or participants and nonparticipants in
setting policy for the technology (reflecting an attitude toward that
kind of voluntariness). Using the average of past casualties or the
expectation of future fatalities means ignoring the distribution of
risk over time; it treats technologies taking a steady annual toll in
the same way as those that are typically benign, except for the rare
catastrophic accident. When averages are inadequate, a case might
be made for using one of the higher moments of the distribution of
casualties over time or for incorporating a measure of the uncertainty
surrounding estimates (Fischhoff, 1984).
Bounding the Technology

Willingness to count delayed fatalities means that a technology's
effects are not being bounded in time (as they are, for example, in
some legal proceedings that consider the time that passes between
cause, effect, discovery, and reporting). Other bounds need to be set
also, either implicitly or explicitly. One is the proportion of the fuel
and ~aterials cycles to be considered: To what extent should the
risks be restricted to those people who enjoy the direct benefits of a
technology or extended to cover those involved in the full range of
activities necessary if those benefits are to be obtained? Crouch and
Wilson {1982) offer an insightful discussion of some of these issues in
the context of imported steel; the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission {1983) has adopted a restrictive definition in setting safety goals
for nuclear power (Fischhoff, 1983); much of the acrimony in the
debates over the risks of competing energy technologies concerned
treatment of the risks of back-up energy sources {Herbert et aL, 1979;
Inhaber, 1979). A second recurrent bounding problem is how far to
go in considering higher-order consequences (i.e., when coping with
one risk exposes people to another). As shown in Figure IL 1, hazards begin with the human need the technology is designed to satisfy,
and develop over time. One can look at the whole process or only
at its conclusion. The more narrowly a hazard's moment in time is
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defined, the fewer the options that can be considered for managing
its risks. A third issue of limits is how to treat a technology's partial
contribution to consequences, for example, when it renders people
susceptible to other problems or when it accentuates other effects
through synergistic processes.
Concern

Events that threaten people's health and safety exact a toll
even if they never happen. Concerns over accidents illness and
' loved' ones
unemployment occupy people even when they and their
experience long, robust, and salaried lives. Although associated with
risks, these consequences are virtual certainties. All those who know
about them will respond to them in some way. In some cases, that
response benefits the respondent, even if its source is an aversive
event. For example, financial worries may prompt people to expand
their personal skills or create socially useful innovations. Nonetheless, t?eir resources have been diverted from other, perhaps preferred
pursmts. Moreover, the accompanying stress can contribute to a variety of negative health effects, particularly when it is hard to control
the threat {Elliot and Eisdorfer, 1982). Stress not only precipitates
problems of its own, but can complicate other problems and divert
the psychological resources needed to cope with them. Thus, concern
about a risk may hasten the end of a marriage by giving the couple
one more thing to fight about and that much less energy to look for
solutions.
Hazardous technologies can evoke such concern even when they
are functioning perfectly., Some of the response may be focused and
purposeful, such as attempts to reduce the risk through personal and
collective action. However, even that effort should be considered a
cost of the technology because that time and energy might have been
invested in something else (e.g., leisure, financial planning, improving
professional skills) were it not for the technology. When many people
are exposed to the risk (or are concerned about the exposure of
their fellows), then the costs may be extensive. Concern may have
even greater impact than the actual health and safety effects of the
technology. Ironically, because the signs of stress are diffuse (e.g., a
~ew z:tore div.orces, some~ hat aggravated cardiovascular problems), it
IS qmte possible for the size of the effects to be both intolerably large
(consideri~g the benefits) and undetectable (by current techniques).
Includmg concern among the consequences of a risky technology
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immediately raises two additional controversial issues. One centers
on what constitutes an appropriate level of concern. It could be
argued that concern should be proportionate to physical risk. There
are, however, a variety of reasons why citizens might reasonably be
concerned most about hazards that they themselves acknowledge
to be relatively small (e.g., they feel that an important precedent is
being set, that things will get worse if not checked, or that the chances
for effective action are great) (see Section IV). The second issue is
whether to hold a technology responsible for the concern evoked
by people's perceptions of its risks or for the concern that would be
evoked were people to share the best available technical knowledge. It
is the former that determines actual concern; however, using it would
mean penalizing some technologies for evoking unjustified concerns
and rewarding others for having escaped the public eye.
MEASURING BENEFITS
Although the term risk management is commonly used for dealing with potentially hazardous technologies, few risk policies are
concerned entirely with risk. Technologies would not be tolerated
if they did not bring some benefit. Residual risk would not be tolerated if the benefits of additional reduction did not seem unduly
expensive (to whoever is making the decision). As a result, some
assessment of benefits is a part of all risk decisions, whether undertaken by institutions or by individuals. Faith in quantification makes
formaLcost-benefit analysis a part of many governmental decisions
in the United States (Bentkover et al., 1985). However, a variety
of procedures are possible, each with its own behavioral and ethical
assumptions.
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The details of this definitional process in some ways parallel
that for defining risk. Policymakers commission benefit assessments
to help .them make decisions; that is, to help them choose among
alternative courses of action (including, typically, inaction). To
make those decisions, they must (1) identify the policy alternatives (or options) that could be adopted; (2) circumscribe the set
of policy-relevant consequences that these alternatives could create·
(3) estimate the magnitude of each alternative's consequences were i~
adopted; (4) evaluate the benefits (and costs) that affected individuals would derive from these consequences; and (5) aggregate benefits
across individuals. Defining the policymaking question is a precondition for commissioning any benefit assessment meant to serve it .
For. exarr:ple, one cannot calculate the consequences of one particular
pohcy Without knowing the alternative policies that might come in
its stead were it not adopted (and whose benefits would be foregone
if it was). One cannot begin to assess and tally benefits without
~n~wi;ng.which .consequences and individuals fall within the agency's
JUI1sd1ctwn. F1gure JILl provides a summary of these definitional
issues. Fischhoff and Cox (1985) discuss them in greater detail.
Once it has been determined what evaluations to seek a method
must be found for doing the seeking. There are two natur~l places to
look for guidance regarding the evaluation of benefits: what people
say and what people do. Methods relying on the former consider expressed preferences; methods relying on the latter consider revealed
prefere.nces. Each makes certain ethical and empirical assumptions
regardmg the nature of individual and societal behavior, the validity of which determines their applicability to particular situations
(Driver et aL, 1988) .

Definition of Benefit

Expressed Preferences

Benefit assessment begins with a series of decisions that bound
the analysis and specify its key terms. Together, these decisions provide an operational definition of what "benefit" means. Although
they may seem technical and are often treated in passing, these decisions are the heart of an analysis. They express a social philosophy,
elaborating what society holds to be important in a particular context. The ensuing analysis is "merely" an exercise in determining how
well different policy options realize this philosophy. If the philosophy
has not been interpreted, stated, and implemented appropriately,
then the analysis becomes an exercise in futility.

The most straightforward way to find out what people value
regarding safety or anything else, is to ask them. The asking ca~
be done at the level of overall assessments (e.g., "Do you favor
?"), statements of principle (e.g., "Should our society be risk
averse regarding . . . ?"), or detailed trade-offs (e.g., "How much
of a mo~etary sacrific': would you make in order to ensure ... ?").
The veh1cle for collectmg these values could be public opinion polls
(Con.n, 1983), comments solicited at public hearings (Mazur, 1973;
Nelkm, I984), or detailed interviews conducted by decision analysts
or counselors (Janis, 1982; Keeney, 1980). The advantages of these
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IDENTIFYING THE SET OF POLICY OPTIONS
Specifying details of each option
Determining the range of variation
.
Assessing the uncertainty surrounding implementation
Anticipating the stability of the situation fol!owi~g inaction
Determining the legitimacy of creating new options arising
during the analysis
IDENTIFYING THE SET OF RELEVANT CONSEQUENCES
Choosing consequences
Scientific, legal, political, ethical grounds
Public and private goods
Specifying consequences
Bounding in space
Bounding In time
Including higher-order consequences
Including associated concern
ESTIMATING THE MAGNITUDES OF CONSEQUENCES
Assessing the uncertainty around, estimates
Determining the risk assessor's attitude toward uncertainty
Identifying deliberate bias In estimates
Discerning the presuppositions in terms
EVALUATING BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUALS
Defining Individuals
Determining Initial entitlements (willingness to pay versus
willingness to accept)
Identifying ultimate arbiter of benefit
AGGREGATING NET BENEFITS ACROSS INDIVIDUALS
Looking for dominating allernatives (Pareto optimality)
Exploring utilitarian solutions (potential Pareto Improvements)
Using group utility functions
Resolving distributional inequities

FIGURE IILI

Steps in problem definition.

SOURCE: Fischhoff and Cox,

!985.

procedures are that they are current (in the sense of capturing today 's
values), sensitive (in the sense of theoretically allowing pe?ple to say
whatever they want), specifiable (in the sense of allo~mg ~ne to
ask the precise questions that interest policymakers), duect (m the
sense of looking at the preferences themselves and not how they
reveal themselves in application to some specific decision prbblem),
superficially simple (in the sense that you just ask people questions),
politically appealing (in the sense that they let "the people". spe.ak),
and instructive (in the sense that they force people to thmk m a
focused manner about topics that they might otherwise ignore).
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As discussed in Section II, however, a number of difficult conditions must be met if expressed preference procedures are to fulfill
their promise. One is that the question asked must be the precise
one needed for policymaking (e.g., "How much should you be paid in
order to incur a 10 percent increase in your annual probability of an
injury sufficiently severe to require at least one day of hospitalization,
but not involving permanent disability?"), rather than an ill-defined
one, such as "do you favor better roads?" or "is your job too risky?"
(In response, a thoughtful interviewee might ask, "What alternatives
should I be considering? Am I allowed to consider who pays for improvements?") One response to the threat of ambiguity is to lay out
all details of the evaluation question to respondents (Fischhoff and
Furby, 1988). A threat to this solution is that the full specification
will be so complex and unfamiliar as to pose an overwhelming inferential task. To avoid the incompletely considered, and potentially
labile, responses that might arise, one must either adjust the questions to the respondents or the respondents to the questions. The
former requires an empirically grounded understanding of what issues people have considered and how they have thought about them.
This understanding allows one to focus the interview on the areas
in which people have articulated beliefs, to provide needed elaborations, and to avoid repeating details that correspond to respondents'
default assumptions (and could, therefore, go without saying).
If the gap between policymakers' questions and respondents' answers is too great to be bridged in a standard interviewing session,
then it may be necessary either to simplify the questions or to complicate the session. A structured form of simplification is offered by
techniques, such as multi-attribute utility theory, which decompose
complex questions into more manageable components, each of which
considers a subsidiary evaluation issue (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976).
The structuring of these questions allows their recomposition into
overall evaluations, which are interpreted as representing the summary judgments that respondents would have produced if they had
unlimited mental computational capacity. The price paid for this potential simplification is the need to answer large numbers of simple,
formal, and precise questions.
Where it becomes impossible to bring the question "down" to
the level of the respondent, there still may be some opportunity to
bring the respondent "up" to the level of the question. Ways of
enabling respondents to realize their latent capability for thinking
meaningfully about questions include talking with them about the
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issues, including them in focused group discussions, ~u.ggesting al~er
native perspectives (for their consideration), and gtvmg them ttme
to ruminate over their answers.

Revealed Preferences
The alternative to words is action. This collection of techniques
assumes that people's overt actions can be interprete~ to reveal
the preferences that motivated them. The great attractwn of such
procedures is that they are based on real acts, whose c?nseq~ences
are presumably weightier than those of e~e~ .t?e most mtelhge~tly
conducted interview. They focus on posstbthttes, rather than JUst
desires.
By concentrating on current, real decisions, these procedures are
also strongly anchored in the status quo. It is today's work, with
today's constraints, that conditions the behavior observed. If today:s
society inhibits people's ability to act in ways that express the~r
fundamental values then revealed preference procedures lose then
credibility (whereas' expressed preferenc;s, at ~east in prin~iple, allow
people to raise themselves above today s reahty). Thus, tf o~e feels
that advertising, or regulation, or monopoly pressures have dtstorted
contemporary evaluations of some products or consequences, t~en
revealing those values does not yield a guide to true w?r~h. Relym,g
on those values for policymaking would mean enshrmmg today s
imperfections (and inequities) i~ tomorrow's wo~ld.
The commitment to observmg actual behavwr also makes these
procedures particularly vulnerable to deviations from optimality. A
much smaller set of inferences separates people's true values from
their expressed preferences than from their overt behavior. On the
one hand, this means that people must complete an even more complex series of inferences in order to do what they want than to say
what they want. On the other hand, investigators must make even
more assumptions in order to infer underlying values from w~at they
observe. Thus, for example, it is difficult enough to deter.rr;me h?w
much compensation one would demand to accept a~ addtttonal ~n
jury risk of magnitude X in one's job. !Jnplemen_tmg that ~ohcy
in an actual decision also requires that smtable optwns be avatlable
and that their consequences be accurately perceived. If those conditions of informed consent are not met, then the interpretation of
pay--{!anger relationships may be quite tenuous. W_orke~s rna~ be
coercing their employer into compensating them for tmagmed nsks;
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or, they may be coerced into accepting minimal compensation by an
employer cognizant of a depressed job market.
The most common kind of revealed preference analysis is also the
most common kind of economic analysis: interpreting marketplace
prices as indicating the true value of goods. If the goods whose values
are of interest (e.g., health risks) are not traded directly, then a value
may be inferred by conceptualizing the goods that are traded (e.g.,
jobs) as representing a bundle of consequences (e.g., risks, wages,
status). Analytic techniques may then be used to discern the price
that markets assign to each consequence individually, by looking at
its role in determining the price paid for various goods that include
it.
These regression-based procedures rest on a well-developed theoretical foundation describing why (under conditions of a free market,
optimal decision making, and informed consent) prices should reveal
the values that people ascribe to things (Bentkover et aL, 1985).
The same general thought has been applied heuristically in various
schemes designed to discern the values revealed in decisions (ostensibly) taken by society as a whole or by individuals under less
constrained conditions. These analyses include attempts to see what
benefits society demands for tolerating the risks of different technologies (Starr, 1969), what risks people seem to accept in their
everyday lives (B. Cohen and Lee, 1979; R. Wilson, 1979), and what
levels of technological risk escape further regulation (Fischhoff, 1983;
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1982). These attempts are
typically quite ad hoc, with no detailed methodology specifying how
they should be conducted. The implicit underlying theory assumes,
in effect, that whatever is, is right and that present arrangements
are an appropriate basis for future policies. Thus, these procedures
can guide future decisions only if one believes that society as a
whole currently gets what it wants, even with regard to regulated
industries, unregulated semimonopolies, and poorly understood new
technologies. Extracting useful information from them requires a
very detailed assessment of the procedures that they use, the existing reality that they endorse, and the kinds of behavior that they
study.
.
Ascertaining the validity of the theory underlying approaches to
measuring "benefit" that assume optimality has often proven difficult, for what can best be described as philosophical reasons. Some
investigators find it implausible that people do anything other than
optimize their own best interest when making decisions, maintaining
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that society would not be functioning so well :were
not for this
ability, These investigators see their role as d1scerm~g what ~eo
pie are trying to optimize (i.e., what values they ascnbe to vanous
consequences).
.
. .
. r
.
The contrary position argues that th1s behef m optrma 1ty IS
tautological in that one can always find something that pe~p.le could
be construed as trying to optimize. Looking at how declS!OnS are
actually made shows that they are threatened by all the problems
that can afflict expressed preferences . Thus, fo~ example, co.nsumers
may make suboptimal choices because a good IS marketed ~~ a. way
that evokes only a portion of their values, or because they unw~ttm~ly
exaggerate their ability to control its risks (Svenson, 1981; Wemstem,
1980a).
h
· ·
Because of the philosophical differences bet:v~e~ t ese pos1t1?ns,
relatively little is known about the ge~eraJ. sensltiVIt.y ~f concluswns
drawn from analyses that assume opt1mahty to dev1atwns from optimality. The consumer of such an~~ses is .le.ft to d~scern ho~ f~r
conditions deviate from optimal dec!Slon makmg by mformed mdlviduals in an unconstrained marketplace and, then, how far those
deviations threaten the conclusions of the analyses.
SUMMARY
Science is a product of society; as such, it reflects the values of its
creators. That reflection may be deliberate, ~ w~en young. people
decide how to dedicate their lives and research mst~tut~s decide. how
to stay solvent. Or, it may be unconscious, as sc1ent1Sts routmely
apply value-laden procedures and definitions just b~caus~ that was
what they learned to do in school. Converse.ly, soc1ety 1s par~ly a
product of science, That influe~ce may b~ d~rect, as when science
shapes the conditions under wh1ch people hve .(e.g., how ?r~sperous
they are, what industries confront them). Or 1t may be .md1rect,. as
when science defines our relationship with nature or rruses spec1fic
fears. Understanding these interdependencies is essential to, on .the
one hand discerning the objective content versus inherently su~Jec
tive scien~e and on the other hand, directing science to serve socially
desired ends. An understanding of these relationships is also necessary to appropriately interpret the conflicts betwee.n lay and exp.ert
opinions that constitute the. visible c?re of m~ny ns~ controversies·
The diagnoses of these conf!1cts are d1scussed m Sectwn IV.

IV
THE NATURE OF THE
CONTROVERSY
A public opinion survey (Harris, 1980) reported the following
three results:
L Among four ''leadership groups" (top corporate executives,
investors and lenders, congressional representatives, and federal regulators), 94 to 98 percent of all respondents agreed with the statement
"even in areas in which the actual level of risk may have decreased
in the past 20 years, our society is significantly more aware of risk."
2. Between 87 and 91 percent of those four leadership groups
felt that "the mood of the country regarding risk" will have a substantial or moderate impact "on investment decisions-that is, the
allocation of capital in our society in the decade ahead.'' (The remainder believed that it would have a minimal impact, no impact at
all, or were not sure.)
3.. No such consensus was found, however, when these groups
were asked about the appropriateness of this concern about risk. A
majority of the top corporate executives and a plurality of lenders
believed that "American society is overly sensitive to risk," whereas a
large majority of congressional representatives and federal regulators
believed that "we are becoming more aware of risk and taking realistic
precautions." A sample of the public endorsed the latter statement
over the former by 78 to 15 percent.
In summary, there is great agreement that risk decisions will
have a major role in shaping our society's future and that those
decisions will, in turn, be shaped by public perceptions of risk. There
is, however, much disagreement about the appropriateness of those
perceptions. Some believe the public to be wise; others do not. These
contrary beliefs imply rather different roles for public involvement in
risk management. As a result, the way in which this disagreement is
resolved will affect not only the fate of particular technologies, but
also the fate of our society and its social organization.
To that end, various investigators have been studying how and
how well people think about risks. Although the results of that research are not definitive as yet, they do clearly indicate that a careful
diagnosis is needed whenever the public and the experts appear to
disagree. It is seldom adequate to attribute all such discrepancies to
269
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public misperceptions of the science involved. From a factual perspective, that assumption is often wrong; from a societal perspective,
it is generally corrosive by encouraging disrespect among the parties
involved. When the available research data do not allow one to make
a confident alternative diagnosis, a sounder assumption is that there
is some method in the other party's apparent madness. This section
offers some ways to find that method. Specifically, it offers six reasons why disagreements between the public and the experts need not
be interpreted merely as clashes between actual and perceived risks.

THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN "ACTUAL" AND
"PERCEIVED" RISKS IS MISCONCEIVED
Although there are ac~ual risks, nobody knows what they are. All
that anyone does know about risks can be classified as perceptions.
Those assertions that are typically called actual risks (or facts or
objective information) inevitably contain some element of judgment
on the part of the scientists who produce them. In this light, what
is commonly called the conflict between actual and perceived risk is
better thought of as the conflict between two sets of risk perceptions:
those of ranking scientists performing within their field of expertise
and those of anybody else. The element of judgment is most minimal
when all the experts do is to assess the competence of a particular
study conducted within an established paradigm. It grows with the
degree to which experts must integrate results from diverse studies or
extrap'olate from a domain in which results &re readily obtainable to
another in which they are really needed (e.g., from animal studies to
human effects), Judgment becomes all when there are no (credible)
available data, yet a policy decision requires some assessment of a
particular fact. Section II discusses at length the trustworthiness of
such judgments.
The expert opinions that make up the scientific literature aspire
to be objective in two senses, neither of which can ever be achieved
absolutely and neither of which is the exclusive province of technical
experts. One meaning of objectivity is reproducibility: one expert
should be able to repeat another's study, review another's protocol,
reanalyze another's data, or recap another's literature summary and
reach the same conclusions about the size of an effect. Clearly, as
the role of judgment increases in any of these operations, the results
become increasingly subjective. Typically, reproducibility should
decrease (and subjectivity increase) to the extent that a problem
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attracts scientists with diverse training or falls into a field that has
yet to reach consensus on basic issues of methodology.
The second sense of objectivity means immune to the influence
by v~lue consider,ation~ .. One:s interpretations of data should not
b~ bmsed by one s poht1cal VIews or pecuniary interests. Applied
sc1ences natural~y have developed great sensitivity to such problems
~nd are able to mvoke some penalties for detected violations. There
~s, however, little possibility of regulating the ways in which values
mfluence other acts! such ~one's choice of topics to study or ignore.
Some of these cho1ces m1ght be socially sanctioned in the sense
that one:s ~alues. are widely shared (e.g., deciding t~ study cancer
because 1t Is an rmportant problem); other choices might be more
perso~al (e.g., not studying an issue because one's employer does
not WIS~ to have troublesome data created on that topic). Although
a commitment to separating issues of fact from issues of value is a
fundament.al aspect of intellectual hygiene, a complete separation is
never poss1ble (see Section III).
At t.im~s, this separa.tion is not even desired-as when experts
offer ~hetr VIews on how nsks should be managed. Because they mix
questmns .o~ fact and value, such views might be better thought of
as the opm1ons of experts rather than as expert opinions a term
that should be reserved for expressions of substantive exp~rtise, It
;vould seem as .t~ough members of the public are the experts when
1t comes to strikmg the appropriate trade-offs between costs risks
an~ ?enefits. T?at expertise is best tapped by surveys, hearin~s, and
poht1cal campa1gns.
Of course, there is no all-purpose public any more than there are
all-purpo~e exp7rts. The ~deal expert on a matter of fact has studied
th~t. par~1cular 1ssue and IS capable ofrendering a properly qualified
opmmn ~~ a form useful to decision makers. Using the same criteria
f?r selectmg val_ue experts might lead one to philosophers, politiCians, psychologists, sociologists, clergy, intervenors, pundits, shareholde~~' or well-selected bystanders. Thus, one might ask, "in what
sense, whenever someone says "expert'' or "public" (Schnaiburg,
19~0;_ Thompson, 1980). This appendix uses "expert" in the re~tnct1ve sense and "public" or "laypeople" to refer to everyone else
'
mcluding scientists in their private lives.
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LAYPEOPLE AND EXPERTS ARE SPEAKING
DIFFERENT LANGUAGES
Explicit risk analyses are a fairly new addition to the repertoire
of intellectual enterprises. As a result, risk experts are only beginning
to reach consensus on basic issues of terminology and methodology,
such as bow to define risk (see Section III). Their communications
to the public reflect this instability. They are only beginning to
express a sufficiently coherent perspective to help the public sort
out the variety of meanings that "risk" could have. Under these
circumstances some miscommunication may be inevitable. Studies
(Slavic et aL, 1979, 1980) have found that when expert risk assessors
are asked to assess the risk of a technology on an undefined scale,
they tend to respond with numbers that approximate the number
of recorded or estimated fatalities in a typical year. When asked
to estimate average year fatalities, laypeople produce fairly similar
numbers. When asked to assess risk, however, laypeople produce
quite different responses. These estimates seem to be an amalgam
of their average-year fatality judgments, along with their appraisal
of other features, such as a technology's catastrophic potential or
how equitably its risks are distributed. These catastrophic potential
judgments match those of the experts in some cases, but differ in
others (e.g., nuclear power).
On semantic grounds, words can mean whatever a population
group wants them to mean, as long as that usage is consistent
and does not obscure important substantive differences. On policy grounds, the choice of a definition is a political question regarding what a society should be concerned about when dealing with
risk. Whether we attach special importance to potential catastrophic
losses of life or convert such losses to expected annual fatalities (i.e.,
multiply the potential loss by its annual probability of occurrence)
and add them to the routine toll is a value question-as would be
a decision to weight those routine losses equally rather than giving
added weight to losses among the young (or among the nonbeneficiaries of a technology).
For other concepts that recur in risk discussions, the question
of what they do or should mean is considerably murkier. It is often
argued, for example, that different standards of stringency should apply to voluntarily and involuntarily incurred risks (e.g., Starr, 1969).
Hence, for example, skiing could (or should) legitimately be a more
hazardous enterprise than living below a major dam. Although there
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is ~eneral agreement among experts and laypeople about the voluntarmess of food preservatives and skiing other technologies are more
P_roblemati~ (Fischhoff et aL, 1978b; Slo~ic et aL, 1980). There is considerable dJSag~eement within ex!'ert and lay groups in their ratings
of the vo~untar_m~ss of technologies such as prescription antibiotics,
commercial avmtwn, handguns, and home appliances. These disagreements may reflect differences in the exposures considered· for
example! use of commercial aviation may be voluntary for vaca~ion
ers, but mvoluntar~ for certain business people (and scientists). Or,
they ~ay reflect disagreements about the nature of society or the
meanmg of ~he term. For example, each decision to ride in a car may
be volunt~nly undert~ken and may, ~n principle, be foregone (i.e., by
~ot travelmg .or by u~mg a~ alternative mode of transportation); but
m ~ ~odern mdus.tnal society, these alternatives may be somewhat
fictitiOus . Indeed, m some social sets, skiing may be somewhat involu_ntary. Even if one makes a clearly volitional decision, some of the
nsks t~at on.e assumes m~y be indirectly and involuntarily imposed
on one s.fa~Ily.or the society that must pick up the pieces (e.g., pay
for hospitahzat.I~n due to skiing accidents).
Such defimtwnal problems are not restricted to "social" terms
such as "voluntary." Even a technical term such as "exposure" may
be consensually defined for some hazards (e.g., medical x rays), but
n~t ~or others (e.g., handguns). In such cases, the disagreements
Withm expert and lay groups may be as large as those between
them. For orderly debate to be possible, one needs some generally
accepted definition for each important term-or at least a good
transl~ting dictionary. For debate to be useful, one needs an explicit
analysi~ of whether each concept, so defined, makes a sensible basis
for poh~y. Once they have been repeated often enough, ideas such
as the Import.ance of voluntariness or catastrophic potential tend
to ~ssume a hfe of their own. It does not go without saying that
society should set a double standard on the basis of voluntariness or
catastrophic potential, however they are defined.

LAYPEOPLE AND EXPERTS ARE SOLVING
DIFFERENT PROBLEMS
. Many debate~ turn on whether the risk associated with a partJ.cular configuratiOn of a technology is acceptable. Although these
disagreements may be interpreted as reflecting conflicting social values or confused individual values, closer examination suggests that
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the acceptable-risk question itself may be poorly formulated (Otway
and von Winterfeldt, 1982).
To be precise, one does not accept risks-one accepts options that
entail some level of risk among their consequences. Whenever the
decision-making process has considered benefits or other (nonrisk)
costs, the most acceptable option need not be the one with the least
risk. Indeed, one might choose (or accept) the option with the highest
risk if it had enough compensating benefits. The attractiveness of
an option depends on its full set of relevant positive and negative
consequences (Fischhoff, Lichtenstein, et aL, 1981),
In this light, the term "acceptable risk" is ill defined unless the
options and consequences to be considered are specified. Once the
options and consequences are specified, "acceptable risk" might be
used to denote the risk associated with the most acceptable alternative. When using that. designation, it is important to remember
its context dependence. That is, people may disagree about the acceptability of risks not only because they disagree about what those
consequences are (i.e,, they have different risk estimates) or because
they disagree about how to evaluate the consequences (i.e., they
have different values), but also because they disagree about what
consequences and options should be considered.
Some familiar policy debates might be speculatively attributed,
at least in part, to differing conceptions of what the set of possible options is. For example, saccharin (with its risks) may look
unacceptable when compared with life without artificial sweeteners
(one possible alternative option). Artificial sweeteners may, however,
seem more palatable when the only alternative option considered is
another sweetener that appears to be more costly and more risky . Or,
nuclear power may seem acceptable when compared with alternative
sources of generating electricity (with their risks and costs), but not
so acceptable when aggressive conservation is added to the option
set. Technical people from the nuclear industry seem to prefer the
narrower problem definition, perhaps because they prefer to concentrate on the kinds of solutions most within their domain of expertise.
Citizens involved in energy debates may feel themselves less narrowly
bound; they may also be more comfortable with solutions, such as
conservation, that require their kind of expertise (Bickerstaffe and
Peace, 1980).
People who agree about the facts and share common values may
still disagree about the acceptability of a technology because they
have different notions about which of those values are relevant to a
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particular decision. For example, all parties may think that equity is
a good thing in general, without agreeing also that energy policy is
the proper arena for resolving inequities. For example, some may feel
that both those new inequities caused by a technology and those old
ones endemic to a society are best handled separately (e . g., through
the courts or with income policies).
Thus, when laypeople and experts disagree about the acceptability of a risk, one must always consider the possibility that they
are addressing different problems, with different sets of alternatives
or different sets of relevant consequences. Assuming that each group
has a full understanding of the implications of its favored problem
definition, the choice among definitions is a political question. Unless
a forum is provided for debating problem definitions, these concerns
may emerge in more indirect ways (Stallen, 1980).

DEBATES OVER SUBSTANCE MAY DISGUISE
BATTLES OVER FORM, AND VICE VERSA
In most political arenas, the conclusion of one battle often sets
some of the initial conditions for its successor. Insofar as risk management decisions are shaping the economic and political future of a
country, they are too important to be left to risk managers (Wynne,
1980). When people from outside the risk community enter risk
battles, they may try to master the technical details or they may
:oncentrate on monitoring and shaping the risk management process
1tself. The latter strategy may exploit their political expertise and
keep them from being outclassed on technical issues. As a result
their concern about the magnitude of a risk may emerge in the forU:
of carping about how it has been studied. They may be quick to
criticize any risk assessment that does not have such features as
eager peer review, ready acknowledgment of uncertainty, or easily
access1ble documentation. Even if they admit that these features are
consonant with good research, scientists may resent being told by
la~people how to conduct their business even more than they resent
bemg told by novices what various risks really are.
~a?' a<;tivists' critiques of the risk assessment process may be no
less 1rr1tatmg, but somewhat less readily ignored, when they focus on
~he way in which scientists' agendas are set, As veteran protagonists
m hazard management struggles know, without scientific information
~t may be ?ard to arouse and sustain concern about an issue, to allay
mappropnate fears, or to achieve enough certainty to justify action,
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However, information is, by and large, created only if someone has
a (professional, political, or economic) use for it, Whether the cause
is fads or finances, failure to study particular topics can thwart
particular parties and may lead them to impugn the scientific process,
At the other extreme, debates about political processes may
underlie disputes that are ostensibly about scientific facts, As mentioned earlier, the definition of an acceptable-risk problem circumscribes the set of relevant facts, consequences, and options, This
agenda setting is often so powerful that a decision has effectively
been made once the definition is set, Indeed, the official definition
of a problem may preclude advancing one's point of view in a balanced fashion. Consider, for example, an individual who is opposed
to increased energy consumption but is asked only about which
energy source to adopt. .The answers to these narrower questions
provide a de facto answer to the broader question of growth. Such
an individual may have little choice but to fight dirty, engaging in
unconstructive criticism, poking holes in analyses supporting other
positions, or ridiculing opponents who adhere to the more narrow
definition, This apparently irrational behavior can be attributed to
the rational pursuit of officially unreasonable objectives,
Another source of deliberately unreasonable behavior arises when
participants in technology debates are in it for the fight. Many
approaches to determining acceptable-risk levels (e,g., cost-benefit
analyses) make the political-ideological assumption that our society
is sufficiently cohesive and common-goaled that its problems can
be resolved by reason and without struggle. Although such a "get
on with business" orientation will be pleasing to many, it will not
satisfy alL For those who do not believe that society is in a finetuning stage, a technique that fails to mobilize public consciousness
and involvement has little to recommend it, Their strategy may involve a calculated attack on what they interpret as narrowly defined
rationality (Campen, 1985).
A variant on this theme occurs when participants will accept any
process as long as it does not lead to a decision, Delay, per se, may
be the goal of those who wish to preserve some status quo, These
may be environmentalists who do not want a project to be begun or
industrialists who do not want to be regulated. An effective way of
thwarting practical decisions is to insist on the highest standards of
scientific rigor,
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LAYPEOPLE AND EXPERTS DISAGREE
ABOUT WHAT IS FEASIDLE
Laypeople are often berated for misdirecting their efforts when
they choose risk issues on which to focus their energies. However a
more ca;eful d!a~n_osis can often suggest several defensible strategies
for settmg pnont1es. For example, Zentner (1979) criticizes the
public because its rate of concern about cancer (as measured by
newspaper coverage) is increasing faster than the cancer rate. One
reasonable explanation for this pattern is that people may believe
that too little concern has b~en given to cancer in the past (e.g., our
concern for acute hazards hke traffic safety and infectious disease
allo~ed cancer to creep up on us). A second is that people may
reahze that some forms of cancer are among the only major causes
of death that experience increasing rates.
Systematic observation and questioning are, of course, needed
to tell whether these speculations are accurate (and whether the as~um?t.io~ of ration~lity hold~ in thi~ par~icular case). False positives
m d1vmmg people s underlymg ratwnahty can be as deleterious as
~alse negatives. Erroneously assuming that laypeople understand an
1ssue may deny them a needed education; erroneously assuming that
~hey do not .unders.tand may deny them a needed hearing. Pendmg systematic stud1es, these error rates are likely to be determined
largely by the rationalist or emotionalist cast of one's view of human
nature,
Without solid evidence to the contrary, perhaps the most reasonable general. assu~ption is that people's investment in problems
depends on the1r feehngs of personal efficacy. That is, they are unlikely to get involved unless they feel that they can make a difference
personally or collectively. In this light, their decision-making proces~
depends on a conce~n that i~ known to influence other psychological processes: p.erce~~ed feelm~s of control (Seligman, 1975). As a
result, people Will deliberately 1gnore major problems if they see no
p~ssibility of effective action. Here are some reasons why they might
reJect a charge of "misplaced priorities" when they neglect a hazard
that poses a large risk:
• the hazard is needed and has no substitutes·
• the hazard is needed and has only riskier substitutes·
.
• no fe.asibl~ scientific ~t.udy can yield a sufficiently clear and
mcontrovert1ble s1gnal to leg1trmate action;
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• the hazard is distributed naturally, and hence cannot be controlled;
• no one else is worried about the risk in question, and thus no
one will heed messages of danger or be relieved by evidence of safety;
and
• no one is empowered to or able to act on the basis of evidence
about the risk.
Thus, the problems that actively concern people need not be
those whose resolution they feel should rank highest on society's priorities. For example, one may acknowledge that the expected deaths
from automobile accidents over the next century are far greater than
those expected from nuclear power, and yet still be active only in
fighting nuclear power out of the conviction, "Here, I can make a
difference. This industry is on the ropes now. It's important to move
in for the kill before it becomes as indispensable to American society
as automobile transportation."
Thus, differing priorities between experts and laypeople may not
reflect disagreements about the size of risks, but differing opinions
on what can be done about them. At times, the technical knowledge
or can-do perspective of the experts may lead them to see a broader
range of feasible actions. At other times, laypeople may feel that
they can exercise the political clout needed to make some options
happen, whereas the experts feel constrained to doing what they are
paid for. In still other cases, both groups may be silent about very
large problems because they see no options.
LAYPEOPLE AND EXPERTS SEE
THE FACTS DIFFERENTLY

There are, of course, situations in which disputes between laypeople and experts cannot be traced to disagreements about objectivity,
terminology, problem definitions, process, or feasibility. Having eliminated those possibilities, one may assume the two groups really do
see the facts of the matter differently. Here, it may be useful to distinguish between two types of situations: those in which laypeople have
no source of information other than the experts, and those in which
they do. The reasonableness of disagreements and the attendant
policy implications look quite different in each case.
How might laypeople have no source of information other than
the experts, and yet come to see the facts differently? One way is for
the experts' messages not to get through intact, perhaps because: (1)
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The experts are unconcerned about disseminating their knowledge
or hesitant to do so because of its tentative nature; (2) only a biased portion of the experts' information gets out, particularly when
the selection has been influenced by those interested in creating a
particular impression; (3) the message gets garbled in transmission,
perhaps due to ill-informed or sensationalist journalists; or (4) the
message gets garbled upon reception, either because it was poorly explicated or because recipients lacked the technical knowledge needed
to understand the message (Friedman, 1981; Hanley, 1980; Nelkin,
1977). For example, Lord Rothschild (1978) has noted that the BBC
does not like to trouble its listeners with the confidence intervals
surrounding technical estimates.
A second way of going astray is to misinterpret not the substance,
but the process of the science. For example, unless an observer has
reason to believe otherwise, it might seem sensible to assume that the
amount of scientific attention paid to a risk is a good measure of its
importance. Science can, however, be more complicated than that,
with researchers going where the contracts, limelight, blue-ribbon
panels, or juicy controversies are. In that light (and in hindsight),
science may have done a disservice to public understanding by the
excessive attention it paid to saccharin ("scientists wouldn't be so
involved if this were not a major threat").
A second aspect of the scientific process that may cause confusion
is its frequent disputatiousness. It may be all too easy for observers
to feel that "if the experts can't agree, my guess may be as good
as theirs" (Handler, 1980). Or, they may feel justified in picking
the expert of their choice, perhaps on spurious grounds, such as
assertiveness, eloquence, or political views. Indeed, it may seldom
be the case that the distribution of lay opinions on an issue does
not overlap some of the distribution of expert opinions. At the other
extreme, laypeople may be baffled by the veil of qualifications that
scientists often cast over their work. All too often, audiences may
be swayed more by two-fisted debaters (eager to make definitive
statements) than by two-handed scientists (saying "on the one hand
X, on the other hand Y," in an effort to achieve balance).
In each of these cases, the misunderstanding is excusable, in
the sense that it need not reflect poorly on the public's intelligence
or on its ability to govern itself. It would, however, seem hard to
justify using the public's view of the facts instead of or in addition
to the experts' view. A more reasonable strategy would seem to be
attempts at education. These attempts would be distinguished from
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attempts at propaganda by allowing for two-way communication,
that is, by being open to the possibility that even when laypeople
appear misinformed, they may still have defensible reasons for seeing
things differently than do the experts.
For laypeople to disagree reasonably, they would have to have
some independent source of knowledge. What might that be? One
possibility is that they have a better overview on scientific debates
than do the active participants. Laypeople may see the full range
of expert opinions and hesitations, immune to the temptations or
pressures that actual debaters might feel to fall into one camp and
to discredit skeptics' opinions. In addition, laypeople may not feel
bound by the generally accepted assumptions about the nature of the
world and the validity of methodologies that every discipline adopts
in order to go about its business. They may have been around
long enough to note thaf many of the confident scientific beliefs of
yesterday are confidently rejected today (Frankel, 1974). Such lay
skepticism would suggest expanding the confidence intervals around
the experts' best guess at the size of the risks.
Finally, there are situations in which the public, as a result of
its life experiences, is privy to information that has escaped the experts (Brokensha et a!., 1980). To take three examples: (1) The
MacKenzie Valley Pipeline (or Berger) Inquiry discovered that natives of the far North knew things about the risks created by ice-pack
movement and sea-bed scouring that were unknown to the pipeline's
planners (Gamble, 1978); (2) postaccident analyses often reveal that
the operators of machines were aware of problems that the designers
of those machines had missed (Sheridan, 1980); and (3) scientists
may shy away from studying behavioral or psychological effects (e.g.,
dizziness, tension) that are hard to measure, and yet still are quite
apparent to the individuals who suffer from them. In such cases,
lay perceptions of risk should influence the experts' risk estimates
(Cotgrove, 1982; Wynne, 1983).
SUMMARY

It is tempting to view others in simplistic terms. Cognitively, one
can save mental effort by relying on uncomplicated labels like "the
hysterical public" or "the callous experts." Motivationally, properly
chosen labels can affirm one's own legitimacy. By the same token,
such interpretations can both obstruct the understanding of conflicts
(by blurring significant distinctions) and hamper their resolution
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(by bolstering self-serving characterizations). The following section
begins by explaining the consequences of such stereotyping for risk
communication by discussing the sort of communication strategies
that can follow from simplistic interpretations of the controversy. It
continues to outline principles for more complex strategies. These
can inform both those designing communications programs and those
receiving them.
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STRATEGIES FOR RISK COMMUNICATION
CONCEPTS OF RISK COMMUNICATION
Risk communication is a collective noun for a variety of procedures expressing quite different attitudes toward the relationship
between a society's laypeople and its technical-managerial elite (Covello et al., 1986). At one extreme lies the image of an inactive public
docilely waiting for the transmission of vital information from those
who know better. Within this perspective, the communication process involves a source, a channel, and a receiver (to use one set of
technical terms common among social scientists). Although conceptually simple, this characterization still forces one to consider myriad
details about each component. For example (Hovland et aL, 1953):
How well trusted is the source? Is it a corporate entity, capable of
speaking with a single voice, or does it sometimes contradict itself?
How much experience and language does the source share with the
receivers? How much time does it have to prepare its messages?
What are the legal restrictions on how much it can say?
At the other extreme lie highly interactive images of the communication process, in which the public shares responsibility for the
social management of risks. Such processes, which require exchanges
of information, could, in principle, be viewed as special cases of
the source-<::hannel-receiver modeL However, using that model (and
the research associated with it) requires bearing in mind the notion
that these "receivers" are actively shaping the messages that they
receive and perhaps even the research conducted in order to create
the substance of those messages (Kasperson, 1986).
One way of diagnosing the nature of specific risk communication
processes is in terms of the philosophies that guide those who design
them. The following discussion describes some generic strategies
in terms of their strengths and limitations. The discussion after
that considers some more integrative design principles. Together,
they are intended to create a framework for responsibly using the
more technical material on communication design presented in the
final section. That material assumes an understanding of the role
of information in the risk management (including communication)
process (Johnson and Covello, 1987; Rayner and Cantor, 1987).
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SOME SIMPLE STRATEGIES
The technical and policy issues involved in making risk management decisions are complex enough in themselves. Dealing with
public perceptions of risks creates an additional level of complexity for risk managers. One possible response to this complexity is
to look for some "quick fix" that will deal with the public's needs.
Unfortunately for the risk manager, these strategies are both hard
to execute well by themselves and unlikely to be sufficient even if
they are well executed. At times, these simple solutions seem to
reflect a deep misunderstanding of the public's role in risk management, reflecting perhaps a belief that the human element in risk
management can be engineered in the same way as mechanical and
electronic elements. Undertaken in isolation and with these unrealistic expectations, such strategies can produce mutually frustrating
communication programs. The following are some of the more common of these simple strategies for dealing with risk controversies,
presented in caricature form to highlight their underlying motivations and inherent limitations.
Give the Public the Facts
The assumption underlying this strategy is that if laypeople
only knew as much as the experts, they would respond to hazards
in the same way. Undertaken insensitively, this strategy can result
in an incomprehensible deluge of technical details, telling the public
more than it needs to know about specific risk research results, and
much less than it needs to know about the quality of the research
(and about how to make the decisions that weigh most heavily on
its mind). Concentrating communications on the transmission of
information also ignores the possibility that there are legitimate
differences between the public and the experts regarding either the
goals or the facts of risk management.
Sell the Public the Facts
The premise here is that the public needs persuasion, rather than
education. It often follows the failure of an information campaign to
win public acceptance for a technology. Undertaken heavy-handedly,
this approach may amount to little more than repeating more loudly
(or fancily) messages that the public has already rejected. Here, as
elsewhere, obvious attempts at manipulation can breed resentment.
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Give the Public More of What It Has Gotten in the Past
The underlying assumption here is that the public will accept in
the future the kinds of risks that it has accepted in the past. If true,
then what the public wants (and will accept) can be determined
simply by examining statistics showing the risk-benefit trade-offs
involved in existing technologies. This "revealed preference" philosophy ignores the fact, consistently revealed by opinion polls showing
great public support for environmental regulations, that people are
unhappy with how risks have been managed in the past. The risks
that people have tolerated are not necessarily acceptable to them.
As a result, giving them more of the same means enshrining past
inequities in future decisions. In principle, this approach attaches no
importance to educating the public, to creating a constituency for
risk policies, or to involving the public in the political process. It
seems to respect the public's wishes, while keeping the public itself
at arm's length.
Give the Public Clear-Cut, Noncontroversial Statements of
Regulatory Philosophy
The assumption underlying this family of approaches is that
people do not want facts, but instead the assurance that they are
being protected. That is, whatever the risks may be, they are in line
with government policy. Examples in the United States include the
Delaney clause, prohibiting carcinogenic additives in foods, and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's "safety goals for nuclear power,"
describing how risky it will allow the technology to be. Each policy
is stated in terms of levels of acceptable risk, as though laypeople
are too unsophisticated to understand, in the context of technology
management, the sort of risk-benefit trade-offs that they routinely
make in everyday life, such as when they undergo medical treatments
or pursue hazardous occupations. Moreover, such simple statements
provide little guidance for many real situations-by denying the
complexity of the (risk-benefit) decisions that needed to be made. If
perceived as hollow, then they will do little to reassure the public.
Let the Marketplace Decide
Another hope for risk communication is that risks will be understood when communicated in the context of specific consumer
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decisions. One variant on this approach is the claim that reducing government regulation will allow people to decide independently
what risks they are willing to accept, with the courts addressing any
excesses. A second variant is providing quantitative risk information
along with goods and drugs. It makes optimistic assumptions regarding laypeople's ability to know enough to fend for themselves with
all life's risks. The assumption of personal responsibility and the
motivation to get it right are meant to prompt efficient acquisition
and understanding. It assumes that people will recognize the limits
to their risk perceptions and grasp the risk information presented
to them. A threat to any approach emphasizing self-reliance is that
people might not want to defend their own welfare when it comes to
health and safety, especially where risks have long latencies and it is
impossible to prove the source of a health risk (and obtain redress).
Put Risk Managers on the Firing Line
The assumption underlying this strategy is that what the public
needs in order to understand risk issues is a coherent story from a
single credible source. Examples might include the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's reliance on a single spokesperson as the Three
Mile Island incident wore on and the assumption of center stage by
the president of Union Carbide after the chemical gas leak in Bhopal,
India. This strategy can reduce the confusion created by incomplete
conflicting messages, although only if the manager has good communication skills or is sensitive to listeners' information needs; that is,
there must be both substance and style. Oversimplifications, misrepresentations, and unacceptable policies are just that, even if they
come from a nice guy. This approach can also create a bottleneck
for understanding the public's concerns to the extent that the single
source of information must also be the single recipient.
Involve Local Communities in Resolving Their Own
Risk Management Problems
This approach assumes that people will be flexible and realistic
about trade-offs when they see-and have responsibility for-the big
picture. Such an approach can founder when the community lacks
real decision-making authority or the technical ability to understand
its alternatives. It may also founder when those alternatives accept
perceived past inequities (e.g., reduce chronic poverty by accepting
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a hazardous waste dump) or are of the jobs-versus-health .variety
that people expect government to help the~ resolve. ~nsurmg the
informed consent of the governed for the nsks to whiCh they are
exposed is a laudable goaL However, its achieve.ment requires ~~at
people have tolerable choices, adequate informatiOn, and the abihty
to identify which course of action is in their own best interests.
CONCEPTUALIZING COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS
Despite their flaws, these simple strategies all have .some merit.
It is important to give people the facts and to he persuasive when the

facts do not speak for themselves or when existing prejudices must
be overcome. It is also important to maintain some consistency with
past risk management decisions, to expound cle~r policies, to ~xpl.oit
the wisdom of the marketplace, to encourage direct commumcatwn
between risk managers and the public, and to give communities
meaningful control over their own destin~es .. The problem is t?~t
each strategy oversimplifies the nature of nsk Issues and the pubhc s
involvement with them. When risk managers pin unrealistic hopes
on such strategies, then the opportunity to address the public's needs
more comprehensively is lost. When these hopes are not met, the
frustration that follows is often directed at the public.
It is both unfair and corrosive for the social fabric to criticize
laypeople for responding inappropriately to risk situations for which
they were not adequately prepared. It is tragic and dangerou~ w~en
members of our technical elite feel that they have devoted their hves
to cr~ating a useful technology (e.g., nuclear power) only to have
it rejected by a foolish and unsophisticated public. Lik~wise, it i.s
painful and unfortunate when the public labels those ehtes as evil
and arrogant.
.
Risk management requires allocating resources and makmg
trade-offs between costs and benefits. Thus, it inherently involves
conflicts. Both the substance and the legitimacy of these conflicts
are obscured however, when the participants come to view them
as struggles between the forces of good and evil, or of wisdom. and
stupidity. Effective solutions will have to b.e respectful s~l~twns,
recognizing both the legitimacy and complexity of the pubhc s perspective, giving it no more and no less credit for reasonableness than
it deserves.
How can the preceding observations about risk perceptions (and
the research literature from which they were drawn) be used to design
better procedures for dealing with risk controversies?
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One necessary starting point is a detailed consideration of the
nature of the risk that the public must understand. That consideration must cover not only the best available technical estimates for
the magnitude of the risk, but also the best available psychological
evidence on how people respond to that kind of risk. Research has
shown, for example, that people have special demands for safetyand reassurance-whim risks are perceived to have delayed effects
or catastrophic potential, and when risks appear to be poorly understood or out of people's personal control (Slovic, 1986; Vlek and
Stallen, 1980, 1981; von Winterfeldt et aL, 1981). Such risks are
likely to grab people's attention and create unrest until they can be
put in some acceptable perspective. They demand greater communication resources, with particular attention devoted to creating an
atmosphere of trust. Perhaps paradoxically, people may need to be
treated with the greatest respect in those situations in which they
may seem most emotional (or most human) (Eiser, 1982; Weinstein,
1987).
A second necessary starting point is a detailed description of how
information about risk can reach people (Johnson and Covello, 1987;
Rubin and Sachs, 1973; Schudson, 1978). Such information may
be the result of accidents at various distances away and attributed
to various causes (e.g., malfunctions, human error, sabotage) or of
mere "incidents," such as newspaper exposes, siting controversies,
false alarms, or government inquiries. Proactively, this analysis will
show the opportunities for reaching people. For example, is there
a chance to educate at least some of the public in advance, or can
one only prepare materials for times of crisis? Reactively, this analysis should help one anticipate what people will already know (or
believe) when the time comes for systematic communication. It may
show that people are buffeted by confusing, contradictory, and erroneous messages-or that they have some basic understanding within
which they can integrate new information. In any case, communication must build on people's current mental representation of the
technology-even if its first step is to challenge inappropriate beliefs
and enhance people's ability to examine future information more
critically.
Knowing what people do know allows a systematic analysis of
what they need to know-the next point of departure in communicating with the public. In some cases, crude estimates of a technology's
risks and benefits may be enough; in other cases, it may be important
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FIGURE V.1 The radiation hazard in homes from the residents' perspective,
SOURCE: Svenson and Fischhoff, 1985.

FIGURE V.2 The radiation hazard in homes from the authorities' perspective.
SOURCE: Svenson and Fischhoff, 1985.

to know how a technology operates. The needs depend on the problems that the public is trying to solve: what to do in an emergency;
how to react in a siting controversy; whether to eat vegetables, or
whether to let their children do so; and so on. Perhaps the most
efficien~ description would be in the terms of decision theory, such as
the simple decision tree in Figure V .1, depicting the situation faced
by the head of a household deciding whether to test for domestic
radon accumulations. Such descriptions allow one to determine how
sensitive these decisions are to different kinds of information, so that
communication can focus on the things that people really need to
know.
Producing comparable descriptions for the different actors in
a risk management episode will help clarify sources of disagreement among them. Often the risk managers' decision problem (e.g.,
whether to ban EDB) will be quite different from the public's decision
problem (e.g., whether to use blueberry muffin mix). For example,
Figure V .2 shows the key decision problem that might face risk managers concerned about radon: what standard to set as expressing a
tolerable level of exposure. The critical outcomes of this decision are
quite different from those associated with the residents' focal decision of whether to test their homes for radon (Figure V.l). Failure

to address the public's information needs is likely to leave them frustrated and hostile. Failure to address the managers' own problems
is likely to leave their eventual actions inscrutable. For telling their
own story, the managers need a protocol that will ensure that all of
the relevant parts get out, including what options they are legally
allowed to consider, how they see the facts, and what they consider to
be the public interest . Such comprehensive accounts are often absent
from the managers' public pronouncements, preventing the public
from responding responsibly and suggesting that the managers failed
to consider the issues fully. The procedures offered in Section II as
ways for the public (or the media) to discover what risk issues are all
about might also be used proactively as ways to tell the public (or
the media) directly about those risks.
After determining what needs to be said, risk managers can start
worrying about how to say it. A common worry is that the public will
not be able to understand the technical details of how a technology
operates. Where those details are really pertinent the services of
good science writers and educators may be needed.' Perhaps a more
common problem is making the basic concepts of risk management
clear. Just what is a one-in-a-million chance? What does it mean to
protect wastes for a hundred generations? Must we inevitably set a
value on human life when resources are allocated for risk reduction?
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The psychological research described above has shown th~ difficulty
of these concepts· it is beginning to show ways to commumcate them
meaningfully. The research base for addressing these obstacles to
understanding is described in the next section.
. .
,
Adopting such a deliberative approach to charactenzmg people s
needs would help avoid the inadvertent insensitivity found in the Institute of Medicine's (1986) report, Confronting AIDS. The report
noted, somewhat despairingly, that only 41 percent of the gener~l
public knew that AIDS was caused by a virus. Ye~, although. th1s
fact is elemental knowledge for medical researchers, 1t has relatively
little practical importance for laypeople-in the sense that .one ';ould
be hard pressed to think of any real decision who.se resolut1~n hmged
on knowing that AIDS was a virus. Laypeople mterested m a deep
understanding of the AID~ problem ought to know this fact. However it is irrelevant to laypeople satisfied just to make reas?na?le
deci~ions regarding AIDS. Such insensitivity is socially damagmg msofar as it demeans the public in the eyes of the experts and prompts
the provision of seemingly irrelevant communications.
Another example of this insensitivity to the needs of message
recipients can be found in the advice literature about sexual assault
(Morgan, 1986). Much of the research is, perf~n;ned an~ communicated without consideration for women s decJs!On-makmg nee.ds
(Furby and Fischhoff, in press). Most studies co~cent:ate on ~lg
nificance levels, whereas what women need is rehable mformat10n
on effect size. That is, women need to know not only whether a
strategy makes a difference, but how roue? of a d!fference ..A second form of insensitivity to women's deciswn-makmg needs 1s that
few studies collect data on the temporal order of strategies and consequences. As a result, although if greater physical resistance by
women were associated with greater violence by men, one would not
know which causes which. A third form of insensitivity can be found
in recommendations telling women how to respond to different kinds
of assailants without considering whether women can even make
such diagno~es under real-life conditions or without re~orting the
overall prevalence (or "base rates") of th~ differen~ assa1!ant ~ypes,
an essential piece of information for makmg any }JagnosJ~. Fmally~
some studies actually made the "base-rate fallacy (Bar-H1llel, .198?,
Kahneman and Tversky, 1972), concluding, say, that screammg IS
more effective than fighting because, among women who escape, 80
percent do the former and only 20 percent do the latter.
..
Taking the details of risk perceptions seriously means reconc1lmg
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ourselves to a messy process. In managing risks, society as a whole
is slowly and painfully learning how to make deliberative decisions
about very difficult issues. Avoiding frustration with the failures and
with the public that seems responsible for them will help us keep the
mental health and mutual respect needed to get through it all.

EVALUATING COMMUNICATION PROGRAMS
Testing Risky Treatments
If they were creating risks rather than explaining them, risk
communicators would be subject to various political, legal, and social constraints. If the treatment involved a medical intervention,
then there would be a comparable tangle of restrictions. What analogous responsibilities are incumbent on those who treat others with
information?
A minimal requirement might be that a communication have
positive expected value. That is, its anticipated net effect should be
for the good, considering the magnitude and likelihood of possible
consequences. Releasing a communication program that flunked this
test would be like authorizing a drug with uncompensated side effects.
A minimal standard of proof for passing this minimal test is expert judgment. Thus, a communication technique could be approved
if it were "generally regarded as safe" and seemed likely to be at
least somewhat effective. Such reliance on experts' intuitions creates
the same discomfort as comparable proposals for grandparenting existing drugs or additives because they are familiar and appear to be
safe. How do we know they work? Might negative effects simply have
escaped notice or measure? Just what do these experts know? Can
they be trusted?
More convincing would be empirical evidence from a basic science
of risk communication providing some a priori basis for predicting
the effects of particular communications. That evidence could be
positive, showing that a communication draws on a demonstrated
cognitive ability [e.g., people can understand quantitative probabilities, as long as they are not too small (Beyth-Marom, 1982)]. Or,
it could be negative, showing that a communication demands a kind
of understanding that is not widely distributed [e.g., people have
trouble realizing how the probability of failure accumulates from repeated events, such as using a contraceptive device or being exposed
to a disease (Bar-Hillel, 1973) J.
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More convincing still is evidence from a test of the communication itself, performed with individuals like its ultimate recipients
and in a setting like that in which it will ultimately be administered. If that setting must be simulated, then the simulation should
capture both those features of the actual communication context
that interfere with understanding (e.g., talking to friends during the
transmission) and those features that can enhance comprehension
(e.g., discussing the transmission with friends) (Turner and Martin,
1985).
Evaluative Criteria
Performing an evaluation requires a clear, operable definition of
the consequences to be desired and avoided. With medical treatments, identifying the consequences is usually a straightforward
process-they are various possible health effects, some good and
some bad. What might be more complicated is measuring some of
the effects (e.g., those involving delayed consequences) and determining their relative importance. Although medical personnel and
their clients are likely to agree about which outcomes are good and
which are bad, they need not agree about how good and how bad
the outcomes are. For example, they might feel differently about
trade-offs between short- and long-term effects or between changes
in quality of life and in expected longevity (McNeil et aL, 1978). As
a resul~, even after a definitive evaluation, there may be no universal
recommendation. A well-understood treatment might be right for
some people, but wrong for others.
In evaluating communication programs, similar issues arise, although with a few additional wrinkles. Potential consequences must
still be identified. However, the set seems less clearly defined. There
are the good and bad health effects, but they may be hard to observe. If a communication causes undue concern, then there may be
stress-related effects, but they tend to be quite diffuse (e.g., a few
more cases of child abuse, depression, divorce, and so on, scattered
through the treated population) (Elliot and Eisdorfer, 1982). On
the other side of the ledger, if people do engage in health-enhancing
behavior, then the influence of the focal communication must be
isolated from that of other information sources (including, perhaps,
continued rumination about an issue).
Difficulties in observing the effects of ultimate interest may divert attention to more observable effects closer to the treatment.
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One possibility that arises with communication programs (unlike
conventional medical treatments) is assessing comprehension of the
message. If people have not understood the message, then an appropriate response seems unlikely. The simplest test of comprehension
might be remembering the facts of a message. Those recipients who
pass it would, however, still have to be tested for whether they are
able to use those remembered facts in their decision making. Those
who fail the test would still have to be tested for whether they have
heard the message, but chose to reject it. Rejection might mean
distrusting the source's competence or its motives. That is, the communicators may not seem to know what they are talking about or
they may seem inadequately concerned about the recipients' welfare.
Setting Objectives for Conununication Programs
It is accepted wisdom that program planning of any sort ought to
begin with an explicit statement of objectives, in the light of which a
program's elements can be selected and its effects evaluated. Figure
V .3 offers one conceptualization of risk communication programs,
categorized according to their primary objective.
According to Covello et aL (1986:172-173):
In the real world, these four types of risk communication tasks overlap
substantially, but they still can be conceptually differentiated. The
task of informing and educating the public can be considered primarily
a non~directive, although purposeful, activity aimed at providing the
lay public with useful and enlightening information. In contrast, both
the task of encouraging behavior change and personal protective action
and that of providing disaster warnings and emergency information
can be considered primarily directive activities aimed at motivating
people to take specific types of action. These three tasks, in turn, differ
from the task of involving individuals and groups in joint problem
solving and conflict resolution, in which officials and citizens exchange
information and work together to solve health and environmental
problems.

As can be seen from Figure V.3, much risk communication is
initiated with the communicators' benefit foremost in mind. For
example, the sponsors of a technology may wish to reassure a recalcitrant and alarmed public about its safety. If the public's worry is
really unwarranted, then everyone comes out ahead: The technology
will get a fairer shake and the public will be relieved of an unnecessary worry. The crucial question is what constitutes "unwarranted"
concern. One possible definition is exaggerating the magnitude of the
risk (or underestimating the magnitude of accompanying benefits).
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TYPE 1: Information and Education

o Informing and educating people about risks and risk assessment In
generaL

EXAMPLE: statistical comparisons of the risks of different energy
production technologies
TYPE 2: Behavior Change and Protective Action

o Encouraging personal risk-reduction behavior,
EXAMPLE: advertisements encouraging people to wear seat belts
TYPE 3: Disaster Warnings and Emergency Information
o

Providing direction and behavioral guidance In disasters and

emergencies.

EXAMPLE: sirens indicating the accidental release of toxic gas
from a chemical plant.
TYPE 4: Joint Problem Solving and Conflict Resolution
o

Involving the public In risk management decision-making and In

resolving health, safety, and environmental controversies
EXAMPLE: public meetings about a possible hazardous waste site

FIGURE V.3
et aL, 1986.

A typology of risk communication objectives, SOURCE: Covello

In such cases, straight information messages might help. However,
they need to be designed with an eye to implicit as well as explicit
content. For example, if they are perceived as insistently repeating
that "the risk is only X" (or that "the benefit is really Y"), then
recipients may read between the lines, "and that ought to be good
enough for you." Communicators may convince themselves about
the rectitude of such implicit messages, feeling that expert knowledge about the size of risks generalizes to expert knowledge about
their acceptability.
Certainly, people should be better off with better information.
However, even well-informed people may dislike a technology if they
feel that its benefits (to them) are not commensurate with its risks
(to them), or that those benefits are substantially lower than the
benefits enjoyed by a technology's sponsor. Honest communications
should help people reach such determinations. Afl a result, neither
the senders nor the recipients of messages should be faulted if more
information leads to more opposition.
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An alternative definition of "unwarranted concern" is "larger
than the concern associated with hazards having equivalent risk.''
In more sophisticated versions, the compariso_n mi?ht be with ~on
cern over hazards having an equivalent relatiOnship between nsks
and benefits. A popular contribution to the risk literature a decade
ago was lists of disparate risks, chosen so that most were, arguab~y,
accepted by most people (Cohen and Lee, 1979; Crouch and Wilson, 1982). The lists would also contain some favored technology
(e.g., nuclear power) that should seemingly be .acc~pted, ?Y whatever criterion led to the acceptance of the other nsks ill the hst. Such
lists might, if thoughtfully assembled, help to ed~cate readers' intuitions about the relative magnitude of different nsks and the nature
of very small risks (e.g., 10- 0 ), such as often a~pear in sue? lists.
However even recipients who accept the general 1dea of consistency
that underlies such claims need not accept the particular form of
consistency implied by the list (Covello et aL, 1988). They may not
endorse the particular definition of risk used in the list; they may not
feel that all currently accepted (or tolerated or endured) risks ~re
actually acceptable (in the sense that they have agreed volun.tanl!
to the hazards bearing those risks and would not want lesser nsks 1f
those were available at a reasonable price). Nor need people accept
even the weaker consistency claim that they should not worry more
about any hazard than they worry about hazards that they believe
to have greater risks. Section III discusses some of people's reasons
for ignoring admittedly large hazards.
Comprehension of risk messages is seldom the consequence that
is ultimately of interest. Rather, it is a potentially observable surrogate for actual improvements in well-being. A step closer to that
consequence would be evidence that recipients of a message had c?nnected their perception of its contents with the course(s) of actwn
in their own best interests (i.e., what a decision theorist would prescribe, given recipients' definition of t!'e situati~n). For achie~ing
this goal, recipients could be left to their own d~v1ces, or they m1~ht
be provided some help in connecting their beliefs and values w1th
possible actions.
.
.
Assuming that it can be done ill a neutral (noncoerc1ve) way,
providing such help changes the nature of the relationship. Rather
than one party administering an informational treatment to an?ther,
the treater becomes more of an aide and servant. One particular
expression of the change emerges in situations in which a communicator wishes to claim that people have given "informed consent"
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to the risks described in a communication (P.S. Appelbaum et al.,
1987). That claim should interest people exposed to the risks only if
it changes their bargaining position vis-a-vis the creator of the risks
(e.g., "what's it worth to you for me to sign this release?" or "does
that mean that I can force you to give me more information about
potential adverse health effects?"). What people should care about
is identifying the best choice of action. A communication serves that
end if it provides people with the information that they need in
a form that they can use. In this light, informed consent may be
claimed when people have chosen the best possible course of action
for themselves.
These criteria for evaluating risk communication, like those typically invoked for evaluating medical treatments, are focused on direct
effects of simple interventions. However, any treatment is but one
in a series (at least for those who survive). For example, treatment
with an antibiotic might cause no immediate adverse side effects, but
might still create an allergic condition that reduces the set of possible
treatments for future maladies. Good communication can enhance
recipients' actual and perceived ability to understand a risky world
and deal with it effectively. Poor communication can do the opposite,
reducing recipients' confidence in their own competence to manage
the risks in their lives. Just as emotional involvement can impair
understanding of the content of messages, so can misunderstanding
messages produce unproductive emotions.
Institutional Controls
If risk communications were viewed as treatments, then they
might also "enjoy" an institutional context like that created formedical treatments. One component might be review panels to scrutinize
the protocols for testing or running communication programs. Such
panels might both ensure that programs use suitable evaluation criteria (e.g., reflecting both senders' and recipients' needs) and examine
messages for attempts to coerce or misinform. Review panels might
also provide guidance on ethical issues. For example, if there is a
commonly accepted "best" way to convey a certain kind of information, can one legitimately substitute new, experimental methods?
How would that decision change as a function of the kind of testing
that the accepted method had undergone? Or, what should be done
with messages telling people that they are powerless to affect their
fate (e.g . , they have been exposed to a carcinogen with irreversible
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effects, such as asbestos)? Recipients' natural concern over the risk
could be aggravated by the feeling of helplessness, especially if the
risk is perceived as having been imposed by someone else without
providing proper consent or compensation. Do senders have a responsibility to provide counseling for those upset by their messages?
Might they even restrict dissemination? How would the decision
about the communication process change if the information would
help recipients (or others) to mobilize their resources in responding
to other hazards? If there are only limited resources for communication, who should receive them (e.g., those at greatest risk, those
most responsive to available communication techniques, or those
most accessible)?
The institutional context for medical treatments attempts not
only to ensure that they are delivered properly, but also to address
possible failures. Lists of counterindications accompany many treatments. Physicians are always on stand-by, ready to ameliorate the
side effects of their treatments. Various mechanisms exist for collecting and disseminating (good and bad) experiences, for both veteran
and experimental treatments. When the rate of side effects is unacceptable, either for a treatment or for a treater, government and
professional bodies may stop the exposure. In the background of all
these efforts to manage risks lurks the threat of legal proceedings to
rectify unmanaged problems (e.g., malpractice and product liability
suits). People are more likely to behave well when there are strong
social norms for doing so and significant penalties for failure. The
desire to be fair to all parties prompts a sharpening of standards.
It took many years to evolve these institutions and standards
(many centuries, if one reaches back to Hippocrates). Judging by the
various contemporary crises (e.g., malpractice, cost containment),

they are still far from perfect. However, those imperfections pale
before those of treatments with no such infrastructure. In cases in
which an institutional context is created anew for a particular cause,
it may be hard to get this degree of balance . For example, right-toknow laws have recently been enacted to ensure that workers receive
information about occupational hazards. The laws are intended to
help workers protect themselves on the job and to help employers
protect themselves in court (by strengthening their claim that workers have given informed consent to bearing the risks). The criteria
for evaluating these efforts seem to concentrate more on what is said
than on what is understood, raising the threat of overloaded and
overly technical messages filling the letter but not the intent of the
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law. The existence of such threats suggests a tenuous state of affairs
for even the more developed areas of risk communication,

VI

SUMMARY

PSYCHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES IN
COMMUNICATION DESIGN

Risk information is an important part of many human activities.
Yet it is at most but a part. Understanding its role is essential to
gi~ing ris~ c~mmunication programs their basic shape, with appropriate objectives and realistic expectations. Such an analysis can
help communi.cators avoid simplistic strategies that leave recipients,
at best, unsatisfied and, at worst, offended by the failure to address
their perceived needs. In some cases, these will be for better information; in other cases, they will be for better protection. Only after
communication programs are recipient centered in this respect can
they productively begin to. be recipient centered in the sense of the
following section, considering laypeople's strengths and weaknesses
in understanding risk information.

Whenever they read a brochure, talk to their neighbors, or observe ominous activities at a local plant in order to understand the
risks of a technology, people must rely on the same basic cognitive
processes that they use to understand other events in their lives. As
mentioned in Section II, the study of such processes is an involved
pursuit, with many methodological nuances (like most sciences). To
provide some access to the substantive results of such research, here
are a number of relatively simple and generally supported statements
about behavior. The difficulty in applying them to the prediction
of real-life behavior is that life's situations are complex, meaning
that various simple behaviors interact in ways that require a subtle
analysis to understand.

PEOPLE S1MPLIFY
Most substantive decisions require people to deal with more nuances and details then they can readily handle at any one time.
People have to juggle a multitude of facts and values when deciding,
for example, whether to change jobs, trust merchants, or protest a
toxic landfilL To cope with this information overload, people simplify.
Rather than attempting to think their way through to comprehensive, analytical solutions to decision-making problems, people try to
rely on habit, tradition, the advice of neighbors (or the media), and
on general rules of thumb (e.g., nothing ventured, nothing gained).
Rather than consider the extent to which human behavior varies
from situation to situation, people describe other people in terms of
all-encompassing personality traits, such as being honest, happy, or
risk seeking (Nisbett and Ross, 1980). Rather than think precisely
about the probabilities of future events, people rely on vague quantifiers, such as "likely" or "not worth worrying about" -terms that are
also used differently by different people and by the same individual
in different contexts (Beyth-Marom, 1982).
The same desire for simplicity can be observed when people press
risk managers to categorize technologies, foods, or drugs as "safe"
or "unsafe," rather than treating safety as a continuous variable, It
can be seen when people demand convincing proof from scientists
who can provide only tentative findings. It can be seen when people
299
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attempt to divide the participants in risk disputes into good guys and
bad guys, rather than viewing them as people who, like themselves,
have complex and interacting motives. Although such simplifications
help people cope with life's complexities, they can also obscure the
fact that most risk decisions involve gambling with people's health,
safety, and economic well-being in arenas with diverse actors and
shifting alliances.

ONCE PEOPLE'S MINDS ARE MADE UP, IT IS
DIFFICULT TO CHANGE THEM
People are extraordinarily adept at maintaining faith in their
current beliefs unless confronted with concentrated and overwhelming evidence to the contrary. Although it is tempting to attribute this
steadfastness to pure stubbornness, psychological research suggests
that some more complex and benign processes are at work (Nisbett
and Ross, 1980).
One psychological process that helps people maintain their current beliefs is feeling little need to look actively for contrary evidence.
Why look, if one does not expect that evidence to be very substantial or persuasive? For example, how many environmentalists read
Forbes and how many industrialists read the Sierra Club's Bulletin
in order to learn something about risks (as opposed to reading these
publications to anticipate the tactics of an opposing side)? A second
contributing thought process is the tendency to exploit the uncertainty. surrounding apparently contradictory information in order to
interpret it as being consistent with existing beliefs. In risk debates, a
stylized expression of this proficiency is finding just enough problems
with contrary evidence to reject it as inconclusive.
A third thought process that contributes to maintaining current beliefs can be found in people's reluctance to recognize when
information is ambiguous. For example, the incident at Three Mile
Island would have strengthened the resolve of any antinuclear activist
who asked only, "how likely is such an accident, given a fundamentally unsafe technology?", just as it would have strengthened the
resolve of any pronuclear activist who asked only, "how likely is the
containment of such an incident, given a fundamentally safe technology?" Although a very significant event, Three Mile Island may not
have revealed very much about the riskiness of nuclear technology
as a whole. Nonetheless, it helped the opposing sides polarize their
views. Similar polarization has followed the accident at Chernobyl,
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with opponents pointing to the "consequences of a nuclear accident"
(which come with any commitment to nuclear pow~r) and p:oponents pointing to the unique features of that particular accident
(which are unlikely to be repeated elsewhere, especially considering
the precautions instituted in its wake) (Krohn and Weingart, 1987).

PEOPLE REMEMBER WHAT THEY SEE
Fortunately, given their need to simplify, people are quite good
at observing those events that come to their attention (and that they
are motivated to understand) (Hasher and Zacks, 1984; Peterson and
Beach, 1967). As a result, if the appropriate facts reach people in a
responsible and comprehensible form before their minds are made up,
there is a decent chance that their first impression will be the correct
one. For example, most people's primary sources of information
about risks are what they see in the news media and observe in their
everyday lives. Consequently, people's estimates of the principal
causes of death are strongly related to the number of people they
know who have suffered those misfortunes and the amount of media
coverage devoted to them (Lichtenstein et aL, 1978).
Unfortunately for their risk perceptions (although fortunately
for their well-being), most people have little firsthand knowledge of
hazardous technologies. Rather, what laypeople see most directly are
the outward manifestations of the risk management process, such as
hearings before regulatory bodies or statements made by scientists
to the news media. In many cases, these outward signs are not very
reassuring. Often, they reveal acrimonious disputes between supposedly reputable experts, accusations that scientific findings have been
distorted to suit their sponsors, and confident assertions that are disproven by subsequent research (Dietz and Rycroft, 1987; MacLean,
1987; Rothman and Lichter, 1987).

PEOPLE CANNOT READILY DETECT OMISSIONS
IN THE EVIDENCE THEY RECEIVE
Not all problems with information about risk are as readily observable as blatant lies or unreasonable scientific hubris. Often, the
information that reaches the public is true, but only part of the
truth. Detecting such systematic omissions proves to be quite difficult (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973). For example, most young
people know relatively few people suffering from the diseases of old
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age; nor are they likely to see those maladies cited as the cause of
death in newspaper obituaries" AB a result, young people tend to
underestimate the frequency of these causes of death, while overestimating the frequency of vividly reported causes, such as murder,
accidents, and tornadoes (Lichtenstein et aL, 1978).
Laypeople are even more vulnerable when they have no way of
knowing about information because it has not been disseminated.
In principle, for example, patients could always ask their physicians
whether they have neglected to mention any side effects of the drugs
they prescribe" Likewise, people could always ask merchants whether
there are any special precautions for using a new power tool, or ask
proponents of a hazardous facility if their risk assessments have
considered operator error and sabotage" In practice, however, these
questions about omissions are rarely asked. It takes an unusual
turn of mind to recognize one's own ignorance and insist that it be
addressed.
As a result of this insensitivity to omissions, people's risk perceptions can be manipulated in the short run by selective presentation.
Not only will people not know what they have not been told, but
they will not even notice how much has been left out (Fischhoff et
aL, 1978a). What happens in the long run depends on whether the
unmentioned risks are revealed by experience or by other sources of
information. When deliberate omissions are detected, the responsible party is likely to lose all credibility. Once a shadow of doubt has
been cast, it is hard to erase.

PEOPLE MAY DISAGREE MORE ABOUT WHAT RISK IS
THAN ABOUT HOW LARGE IT IS
Given this mixture of strengths and weaknesses in the psychological processes that generate people's risk perceptions, there is no
simple answer to the question "how much do people know and understand?" The answer depends on the risks and on the opportunities
that people have to learn about them"
One obstacle to determining what people know about specific
risks is disagreement about the definition of risk" (See Sections II
and III for more complete discussions of different possible definitions
ofrisk and other terms.) If laypeople and risk managers use the term
risk differently, then they can agree on the facts about a specific
technology but still disagree about its degree of riskiness. Several
years ago, the idea circulated in the nuclear power industry that the
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public cared much more about multiple deaths from large accidents
than about equivalent numbers of casualties resulting from a series
of small accidents. If this assumption were valid, then the industry
would be strongly motivated to remove the threat of such large accidents. If removing the threat proved impossible, then the industry
could argue that a death is a death and that in formulating social
policy it is totals that matter, not whether deaths occur singly or
collectively.
There were never any empirical studies to determine whether
this was really how the public defined risk. Subsequent studies,
though, have suggested that what bothers people about catastrophic
accidents is the perception that a technology capable of producing
such accidents cannot be very well understood or controlled (Slovic
et aL, 1984). From an ethical point of view, worrying about the
uncertainties surrounding a new and complex technology such as
nuclear power is quite a different matter than caring about whether
a fixed number of lives are lost in one large accident rather than in
many small accidents.

PEOPLE HAVE DIFFICULTY DETECTING
INCONSISTENCIES IN RISK DISPUTES
Despite their frequent intensity, risk debates are typically conducted at a distance (Hance et a!., 1988; Mazur, 1973). The disputing parties operate within self-contained communities and talk
principally to themselves. Opponents are seen primarily through
their writing or their posturing at public events" Thus, there is little
opportunity for the sort of subtle probing needed to discover basic
differences in how the protagonists think about important issues,
such as the meaning of key terms or the credibility of expert testimony" As a result, it is easy to misdiagnose one another's beliefs and
concerns.
The opportunities for misunderstanding increase when the circumstances of debate restrict candor. For example, some critics of
nuclear power actually believe that the technology can be operated
with reasonable safety. However, they oppose it because they believe
that its costs and benefits are distributed inequitably. Although they
might like to discuss these issues, critics find that public hearings
about risk and safety often provide them with their only forum for
venting their concern. If they oppose the technology, then they are
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for~ed to do ~o on safety grounds, even if this means misrepresenting
their perceptwns of the actual risk.
Individuals also have difficulty detecting inconsistencies in their
own beliefs or realizing how simple reformulations would change
their perspective on issues. For example, most people would prefer
a gamble with a 25 percent chance of losing $200 (and a 75 percent
chance of losing nothing) to a gamble with a sure loss of $50. Most
of t~e same people would also buy a $50 insurance policy to protect
agamst such a loss. What they will do depends on whether the $50 is
described as a sure loss or as an insurance premium. As a result one
cannot predict how people will respond to an issue without kno~ing
how they will perceive it, which depends, in turn, on how it will be
presented to them by merchandisers, politicians, or the media.
Thus, people's insensitivity to the importance of how risk issues
ar: presented exposes them to manipulation. For example, a risk
rrught seem much worse when described in relative terms than in
absolute terms (e.g., doubling their risk versus increasing that risk
from 1 in a million to 1 in a half million). Although both represent~tions of the risk might be honest, their impacts would be quite
different. Perhaps the only fair approach is to present the risk from
both. perspectives, letting ~ecipients determine which one (or which
hybnd) best represents their world view.

SU:M:MARY
Tl)ese statements (and others like them cited elsewhere in this
appendix) reduce both complex people and intricate research literature~ to necessarily oversimp~ified summaries. Neither the people nor
the literature can be read Without their appropriate context. Much
of Section II discussed the intricacies of the literature and the sort
of conclusions than might be extracted from it. Much of this whole
appendi~ concerns.the context for risk perception. Ideally, one would
have polished studies of how specific people respond to specific risks
either in messages or in the flesh (or the metal). Those should b~
the standards for designing and evaluating risk communication programs. In lieu of such studies, such principles are all that we have to
go on. The.y are the stuff of everyday explanations of behavior. They
can be ennched, refined, and (sometimes) disqualified by behavioral
research.

VII
CONCLUSION
INDIVIDUAL LEARNING
Making decisions about risks is often complex, whether done
individually or as part of a larger social-political process. So is
dealing with many of life's other decisions, even without obvious risks
to health and safety (e.g., choosing a career, a partner, an anniversary
present). All these decisions have sets of options to consider, bodies
of fact to master, and competing objectives to weigh. Adding to the
complexity of these individual decisions is the fact that each of us
confronts so many of them-each with its own details and nuances.
Individually and collectively, these decisions present a daunting
challenge to identify those courses of action that are in our own
best interests. It should not be surprising if people sometimes feel
overwhelmed by the panoply of risks thrown at them, sometimes
seem to respond suboptimally, and sometimes get angry at those
who force them to deal with yet another risk-even if it is associated
with a technology bringing considerable benefit.
However, although the substance of these decisions may vary
enormously, their common elements mean that there is an opportunity for learning some general lessons from this experience with
diverse risks. So, even though few people receive formal training in
decision-making methods, life itself can provide an education. People could not make it through life if they had not learned something
about the relative riskiness of different activities (e.g., driving at
night versus driving during the day, getting polio from vaccine versus getting it while unvaccinated, storing household chemicals under
the sink versus-s~g them out of the reach of children). People
would be perennially dissatisfied if they had not acquired some ability
to understand and predict their own tastes. A representative democracy could not function if people did not have some ability to evaluate
the candor and competence of political candidates and governmental
officials. There would not be significant declines in smoking and fat
consumption if people were not able to extract personally relevant
implications from risk communications.
Some of these accomplishments are documented in the references cited in the preceding sections. Most are also common knowledge (although perhaps not as precisely delineated as they can be
in systematic research). Most are also incomplete. Both anecdotal
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and systematic observations can point to places where people misestimate risks, mistake their own needs, misjudge public figures, or
misinterpret the message of risk communications. In some cases, this
is because life is not structured for learning. It may not provide
people with prompt, immediate feedback on how well they are doing.
It may discourage them from admitting the need to learn (without
which even the sharpest feedback may have little value).
Under these circumstances, a guide like this can facilitate learning in several ways. One is to provide a structure for thinking about
risk controversies, so as to facilitate identifying common elements
and extracting general lessons. A second is to summarize the lessons
found in the research literature and in the pooled experience of risk
communicators (and communicants), In some cases, these lessons

will confirm readers' expectations; in others, they will suggest alternative interpretations; in still others, they will raise issues that
have not been considered. A third way is to provide annotated references to the research literature that could be consulted for more
detailed treatment of specific risk issues. Making this research generally available in nontechnical terms can help to level the playing
field, by granting equal access to it for all parties to risk controversies
(and not just for those parties with staffs paid to follow the research
literature).
Finally, such a guide can provide some insight into the psychological processes of the parties involved in risk controversies. That
insight can be used directively, by those who must design risk communications and interpret the responses of the public to them. It
can also be used reflectively, by those who wish to clarify the psychological limits to their own participation in risk management. These
groups include nontechnical people concerned about interpreting the
nature of risks, as well as technical people concerned about making
themselves understood to others.
Such understanding has both a "cognitive" and a "motivational"
component (to use psychological jargon for a moment). That is, it
involves both how people think and how people feeL Deciphering
scientific communications can be complicated both by difficulty interpreting strange terms or unfamiliar units (e.g., very small probabilities) and by difficulty coping with one's anger with the risk
communicators (e.g., for their perceived insensitivity or vested interests). Designing such communications can be complicated both
by difficulty interpreting complex social processes and by difficulty
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managing one's frustration at being mistrusted and disbelieved. !'l~t
ter risk communication is typically thought of as a largely cogmtive
enterprise, focused on conveying factual material more ~omprehen
sibly. Accomplishing that goal requires an understandmg of what
aspects of risk conflicts really hinge on scientific facts. If it ca': ?e accomplished, then risk conflicts can be focused on a:eas of legitimate
disagreement, without the confusion and frustratiOn generated by
the receipt of incomprehensible messages. Su~h messages bot~ blur
the issues and create the feeling that commumcators care so littleor live in such a different world-that they cannot communicate in
ways that address recipients' needs.

SOCillTALLEARNING
Sweeping statements about people and society are easy to make,
but hard to substantiate. If I were to chance a summary of personal
observations from 15 years of working on this topic, it would be that
there is increasing sophistication on the part of all concerned. We
have better risk science than we had in the past and a better understanding of its limits. We have increasing understanding among
risk managers of the need to take public concerns seriously when
designing risk policies and among members of the public when deciding which risks to worry about and how to worry about them. We
have increasing professionalism in reporting about risk issues and
increasing ability to read or view risk stories with a discerning eye.
We also have, however, a long way to go in each of these respects.
Moreover the learning to date has come at a price that creates an
obstacle t~ future progress. People remember their own past mistakes
(at least the more obvious ones), which makes thern hesitant about
future actions. They also remember others' mistakes (at least those
from which they think they have suffered), which makes them leery
of those others' future actions. It is hard to erase a shadow of doubt
or undo the undue impact of first impressions.
As in a social relationship, by the time those involved learn how
to get along with a significant other, they may have hurt one another
enough that they cannot apply these less~ns in t~at r~latio.nsh~p.
Unfortunately, industry cannot break off Its relatiOnship ':"Ith Its
current public (or its current government or current media) and
start up with a new, more enlightened one. So, some personal.wounds
need to heal at the same time as we are collectively addressmg new
problems.
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In additio~, old problems continue to aggravate these wounds
and t? undermme the parties' faith in one another. For example, the
~uesti.on of whether to complete or operate many nuclear reactors is a
hngen.ng source of mutual frustration among all involved. The public
comr~utments m~de by the various parties concerned are such that the
conflicts have a hfe of their own. They may defy reasoned resolution
and be. a!most refractory to the addition of scientific evidence. The
s~rategizmg and posturing of the parties may make great sense when
VIe~e~ a:' part of a political struggle. Yet when viewed as part of
a diSCI~hned debate ov~r risks and benefits, they can strengthen
perceptw?s of a callous .mdustry and hysterical public.
~ gmde such as this cannot dispel such complex conflicts and
emotions. They are natur~l and legitimate parts of life. It can,
howe~er, help to put them m perspective, leaving the conflicts that
remam better focused and more productive.
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